
What do you like about Lee?
Its location near to Blackheath and Greenwich Park and its transport connections. Also a growing sense of 

community

I like the low rise mixed use of the area.

Manor House & Gardens are a great local asset. The sainsburys is good and some of the shops away from 

leegate are great.

The fact that there is a fair amount of green space in the area.

the open spaces, the transport links, there is a supermarket nearby where I live

It is a friendly area with good social and ethnic mix and has green areas /parks for community use and lots of 

local community based organisations as well as well used cafes restaurants and 

Its a useful shopping point

The variety of housing, lots of little shops, plenty of parks, good access and good transport connections

It feels like suburban and its accessibility to central London.

the location, the amenities, the community spirit

I like that it's diverse - a range of wealth brackets, race/nationalities and age groups - I think this is an 

important reason why it is a friendly neighbourhood. Lots of families lends stability and gives people more of 

The parks, the quality and, in general, the consistency of the housing stock, the family centric atmosphere 

and the burgeoning collection of good bars/shops/ restaurants

New independent shops springing up on Lee Rd for example. Community ,family nature of the area.

had a village feel

lots of green space 

I like the fact that it is at the crossroads of several major transport and shopping hubs but also itself has all of 

the local conveniences needed for daily life. I also like that the majority of the businesses in the area are 

Manor Park, non-chain shops such as Bread and Jam, the framing shop and our fish and chip shop.

Green spaces and semi-decent links for getting into town

The parks, people, transport links

The local amenities are good - parks, shops, transport

It's a fairly quiet area with lots of families, good primary schools, good transport and easy walk to 

Blackheath.

Good transport links but without the feeling of being in a city and all that goes with it.

Community spirit and safety

I only recently moved here, but the people have been friendly and welcoming. Good range of things to do 

with small children.



Tree lined wide roads with older housing in some parts and good(largely) modern housing.

Lovely friendly community spirited area that has reasonably good connections to central London, great 

schools and lovely parks. Availability of houses (versus flats) at reasonable prices (by London standards) was 

Near shops and public transport

Good public travel buses & trains Black Heath village & easy reach of Greenwich park

Nearness to get into the city, local areas and parks.

It's history

Green spaces and community feel

Basic amenities within walking distance. Parks. Reasonable transport links into London.

The location is good

Feeling of community, easy access to lots of different places, I have many friends here. Good mix of people 

living in Lee, it's not snobby but reflective of London society.

It has a very neighbourly feeling - it has good quality houses, decent schools, nice people and decent public 

transport

I love the residential atmosphere. Green leafy trees etc and a sense of community when you look for it.

It is family friendly and has green spaces whilst still retaining an urban feel

Very little these days

it is easy to walk to and there are shops that I like to use - especially at the bottom of Lee Road

Lee is green, its easy to get everywhere, services in borough, local parks, friendly

Parks, easy transport access

It has a relaxed and easy-going feel. Though not included in the above boundary map Sutcliffe Park is a 

tremendous asset to the community and area. On average, the transport links are pretty good.

A mixture of green spaces and away from Lewisham centre

The post office, the car wash, Studio 61 and Carola! Otherwise, the area round Lee Green which is the part I 

know is rather sad and in need of some loving care.

The mix of people from all sorts of backgrounds and countries, close to central London but easy to get out to 

the countryside, good number of green spaces and tree lined roads, proximity to Lewisham, Blackheath and 

Nice area, close to blackheTh

Good housing and quick transport links to Central London.



The scale of low level housing and reasonably quite side roads

The park 

The transport connections 

Green space, easy access to Eltham Centre facilities and library.

it is diverse and unpretentious

We have mainly two/ three storey houses in streets that are well scaled,which often have good tree planting, 

all an inheritance from well mannered builders and inhabitants.

Family friendly and an up and coming area.

The green feel and low rise residential nature of the area.

Friendly and unpretentious. Good links into central London, Lewisham, Blackheath and out to Kent. Green 

spaces. Diversity. On the border between inner city and suburbs. Has a spacious feel.

Manor House gardens, library, Manor Park

Good transport links.

Some nice restaurants and cafes.

Friendly and cheap place to live

It's location close to Blackheath, Greenwich and Lewisham, as well as the good transport links

Nice people, good primary schools, sense of community, decent pubs & restaurants

Lovely neighbourhood with good primary schools, shopping and transport facilities. Nice green spaces and a 

great community feel.

Being part of a thriving community where my children have grown up and where we feel part of a 

community! We have amazing neighbour with whom we have built friendships and we are here for each 

The strong community

It's my home

Traditional period residential areas such as around the Manor House and near Blackeath interspersed with 

low-rise newer buildings; 

It's friendly and has a strong community feel. Good park, library (used to have anyway), schools, churches, 

transport

Nicer part of Lewisham

The architecture, tree lined roads. Some good amenities.

Lee is a community that I'm proud to be a part of. I have many friends who live here and have made many 

more through the street party we hold annually in Leyland Road. I think there are many attractive roads in 

A friendly area, with good amenities (local shops, pubs and parks etc) and good transport links into Central 

London and other areas. Close to Blackheath and Greenwich but more affordable. Like the fact it is a less well-

Good access to public transport, variety of small shops and larger supermarkets.

Strong sense of community



serene conservation, artisan businesses, purportedly quiet location

Relative homogeneity of the victorian terraced housing stock, community feel to the place, good schools, 

great parks and excellent links to central London

I live in the conservation area and I like that from my windows there are no ugly buildings

good transport links. closeness to Blackheath.

I was born here. I live in a nice road with nice neighbours and can walk to the station and shops in a few 

minutes. We are far enough out of central London to have some space but close enough that I can work in 

Manor House Gardens, access to public transport, trees, easy access to supermarket, Manor House Gardens 

Library

Good community

I like that there is a good feel to the area and that things seem to be improving.

It's quiet in comparison with other places,green and friendly.

leafy roads, good rail service, close to Blackheath, quiet road

It is now becoming a town / village in its own right, with some fantastic restaurants now, together with a 

good dose of green spaces

Small town-like atmosphere around Hither Green and Lee stations thanks to small, local and independent 

cafes, pubs, restaurants, barbers and shops ran by friendly people plus low to moderate road traffic.

Amenities, transport links, parks and space

The green spaces, proximity to Blackheath and Greenwich. Cheap housing.

Close to Hither Green and Blackheath. Burnt ash is improving.

community and transport links

The parks and closeness to the heath

Good amenities and friendly area

Proximity to central London, blackheath and Bromley. Beginning to get more cafes/pubs

The community

I like: 1. The way that a number of community groups have become active over the last few years - e.g. FUSS, 

Manor House Gardens Users, etc. - and the development of community events (Xmas Fair, Festival, etc.). 2. 

More options for eating out/food/drink than there used to be.

Not a lot .. it has lost any sort of community feel

Great houses. Beautiful housing stock-the conservation area is beuatiful.

It's still reasonably quiet with a bit of green space.



The community feel, Manor House Gardens

great place to live. Good rail link to london.

Trees and access to green spaces, the mixture of characters (architecturally), a focused heart (although it is 

struggling), proximity to other bits of London.

Pleasant environment, well established residential area, well served by public transport

There are lots of green spaces and talented people

It has its own character and there is a sense of community. There are good parks and it is near Greenwich 

and a short train journey to London.

Modest and quiet

It is a compact neighbourhood, with many elegant, well built houses, spacious streets, feels safe, good 

transport connections.

Variety of architecture, cosmopolitan, good transport links, brilliant parks

relative affordability; proximity to green spaces (sutcliffe park, manor house gardens, blackheath/greenwich 

park). feels safe and relatively low crime.

Manor Park

International Academy of Greenwich

Friendly community with good amenities and transport links

Its historical heritage

Several shops and bus routes

It's close to Blackheath and hithergreen, a bit of an unknown and good value homes

The old houses, tree lined streets and parks.

Great transport links and access to local facilities- shops, health/leisure, parks. Within reach of other local 

centres-Hither Green, Blackheath, Lewisham. Community feel in some parts- although we now lack a 

Manor House gardens and library

Friendly place - most things are local - people do things for the good of the community (more than other 

places)

It's where I've lived for nearly 40 years -- it's my neighbourhood. It's changed over the years, sometimes in 

good ways, sometimes in bad ways, but on the whole it feels like home. There are good transport and 

The community

Shops, restaurants, schools, park,

Quality of people



It's a safe area with a good neighbours and community.

It has all the facilities I need, is peaceful, close enough to central London and to roads leading out of London 

and reasonable transport.

A strong sense of community. Great public transport. Public places in the area that have a strong sense of 

ownership by the community. Small distinctive businesses that engage with the community and flavour it. 

Proximity to shops and transport links.

Manor House gardens, library, usually peaceful, wildlife, close to Blackheath, good primary schools

Good transport links, good variety of local shops

Variety of shops, good transport links, feels safe.

Great community. 

Good little cafes and some nice independent shops

Having lived here for 30 years I feel part of the community, nice people, nice architecture, good schools, 

Manor House Gardens is a wonderful asset to the area

Nice cafes, nice park, good housing stock.

Diverse

Many attractive streets, good community.

Mix of housing - stunning Victorian housing, 1950s terraces, high rise local authority - synonymous with the 

mix of people in the area. Excellent transport. Some nice shops/restaurants. Next to Hither Green and 

It's still rather old fashioned in architectural terms which is good and it has a buzz about it these days. New 

people in the area maybe - bound to happen as property prices are still appealing compared to other nearby The new secondary School (IAG) in the King’s Church.

The close knit community feel of it.

The new school (IAG)

Multicultural. Safe. Quiet without there being nothing to do. Good range of shops and restaurants / cafes

The new IAG school. Manor park.

Manor House Gardens , library, amenities- Sainsbury's, local shops & restaurants . Community feel and 

mostly safe feeling with kids

The new iAG school my daughter attends

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King’s Church

There is a good community spirit, lots of families, improving local businesses. Just the Lee gate area lets it 

down



The new secondary School (IAG) in the King’s Church

International Academy of Greenwich (IAG) - the new secondary school currently in a temporary location in 

the King’s Church.

Parks, library (Manor House now 'closing'), fast train to London, large Sainsburys, local shops & cafes, walking 

distance to large open spaces (B'heath/Greenwich).

Lovely community

The new secondary School (IAG) in the King’s Church

New secondary school (IAG) in Kings Church

Great Comunity,Green Spaces,small shops eg bookshop and cafes,family friendly,close to greenwich and 

blackheath

Lee has a very strong sense of community, and is a great place to live for a family with good primary schools 

and parks nearby. The residential streets feel relatively safe.

It's a really good community of people and local shops.

I love how it has so much potential. Lee can only get better. I love how close it is to Blackheath and 

Lewisham.

The new secondary School (IAG) in the King’s Church

Lee is very convenient for access (main road to London from the South East) and close to lovely places such 

as Blackheath and Greenwich. New International school (the IAG) is a fantastic addition.

Family friendly with great facilities within walking distance.

Surprisingly green and tranquil for an inner city area

The new secondary School (IAG) in the King’s Church

Access it allows to other areas of London

Transport connections

I like the community spirit and all the new lovely shops opening at the moment.

The new secondary School (IAG) in the King’s Church

The new secondary School (IAG) in the King’s Church

The new secondary School (IAG) in the King’s Church

Close to parks and green spaces



The new secondary school (IAG) in the King’s Church

The new secondary school in the Kings church

The diversity and its proximity to Greenwich

Transport links and access to town & countryside, stable population, independent cafes, restaurants and 

shops; quiet tree-lined roads; nice people; decent large supermarket (Sainsburys); local initiatives - 

The International Academy of Greenwich - the new secondary school in the Kings Church. It offers much 

needed non denominational choice in an area described in a recent Guardian article as a ' Secondary School 

It has good good shops, good transport connections, is quiet and safe

Mostly friendly neighbourhood, and stunning places to eat and visit and

The close-knit community

Good local amenities and restaurants

The new secondary School (IAG) in the King’s Church.

The new secondary School (IAG) in the King’s Church.

Manor Park, Lee Green Community Centre and the fact that it is not too dense and built up like other areas 

of London.

Convenience

It has got a community feel about it, good transport links, nice park manor house gardens. It feels pretty 

save. Nice cafes and shops in Staplehurst Road. Good Primary schools and my son has started at IAG School 

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King’s Church

The new secondary School (IAG) in the King’s Church.

Parts of Lee have a great community feel. The shops and amenities are great too.

The new secondary school (IAG)in the King's Church.

The new secondary School (IAG) in the King’s Church.

The new secondary School (IAG) in the King’s Church.

It's a dynamic urban area yet retains a neighbourhood feel.

Lee is a great family community.

Its innovative spirit and forward looking community - proof in the setting up of a much-needed new school 

(IAG) in the area.



The history, architecture and accessibility of the area plus the proposed new secondary School (IAG) in the 

King’s Church

The International Academy of Greenwich is a really good school of benefit to so many in this community

It quiet

The New Secondary School (IAG) in the King's Church

That at last we have a quality secular Secondary school in the Lee area. It is IAG, the International Academy 

of Greenwich

Its a nice place to live.

Great non-religious based Secondary school for my grandson (IAG)

The new secondary School (IAG) in the King’s Church

Friendly community, good schools.

The new secondary school (IAG) in King's Church

They learning idea

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King’s Church

It has a growing sense of community, helped by the recent opening of IAG secondary school near the fire 

station.

The fact that a potentially outstanding new school ( the International Academy of Greenwich) is being 

developed in the area. A new school is long overdue and IAG promises to build on the diversity and talent in 

Growing community feel

I like living in Lee as it is compact, with shops, (though Lee Gate is now defunct, almost) transport availability, 

green spaces like Manor House Gardens, Sutcliffe Park Nature reserve and Blackheathe/ Greenwich Park not 

The plan for the new secondary School (IAG) in the King’s Church

Its a decent place

I like that it is a "quiet" area

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King's Church

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King’s Church

the new school at kings church (iag)

The new secondary school (IAG)

The new school iag

the new school iaog in kings church



The new secondary school (IAG)in the kings church

new school(IOAG)

there are close shops

i really like the schools (iaog)

new school(IAoG)

It's calm and it has loads of good chicken and chip shops. The parks are fun and are a good place to hang 

around.

I like the new secondary IAG

I like parks and green spaces and the new school IAG.

The new secondary school (IAG) in King's Church

I like the parks in the area

the new secondary school (Iago) at the kings church.

New school at king church (international academy of Greenwich).

The new secondary school IAG in the kings churched.

I like how there are a lots parks and there are a lot of shops around the area.

I like the new school,IAG.

It has a good new school

There loads of bus stops and I like IAoG

I love the new secondary school IAOG

Its a quiet area and less busy than the other places

The new secondary school (IAG) in the king's church

The new secondary school (IAG) in king's Church

I only have to take two busses to get here



I like the parks and area

It is nice area and good value for kids

the new IAG academy as a secondary school

The new school at kings church (IAG)

The new secondary school (IAG) in the king's church.

I love the the new IAG school.

It has lots of space in order for schools to be built and there is more green area for dogs and playing.

their are loads of sweet shops

i like that there is a sweet shop and the area is mainly quiet

I love the new secondary school International Academy of Greenwich.

I like the parks and the green space.

The new secondary school (IAG).

It's quiet and I like the school.

The new secondary school (IAOG) in the king's church.

The new secondary school (IAG) in Kings Church.

The new secondary school

There are a lot of parks so I can play football

I like the new IAG school

the new secondary school

I like the new secondary school IAoG. It's great that it's international!

The secondary school IAoG

i like that the place is quite quiet and the new school iag

I like the new secondary school (IAoG) it's fun and a great school. I also like that the school IAoG opened.

The new secondary school (IAG) in King's Church and easy journey

i like the new school



The new secondary school (IAG) in the king's church.

I like the schools like Trinity

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King's Church.

That it's nice and cool

I really like the new secondary school IAG , I think is a really good school .

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King's Church

I like the green spaces and IAoG

The new school (IAG) in Kings Church

I love the new secondary school, IAoG.

The shops

I really like the new school, located in King's Church.

The thing I like about Lee is that there are a lot of shops

The new secondary(IAOG)in kings church

Its good.

IAOG opened

The new secondary school (IAG) in King's church.

Sainsbury near buy school fun

The new secondary school (IAG)in the King's Church

our new secondary school.

I like the new secondary school (IAG) in king's Church.

I like there's a Sainsbury's near my school.

not so central but still London

The sense of community amongst the residents of Lee and their willingness to sacrifice their time for the 

benefit of the other residents of Lee. The care of the Lee residents for the Lee area is remarkable.

It's a nice community of people. There are fairly good transport links to get around. There's a good new 

secondary school (international academy of Greenwich) just started in the area.

I have lived in the neighborhood for a number of years and am now close by in Greenwich. 

Lee Green is a good area, family oriented, leafy, lovely quiet residential streets.



IAoG project of new school

Having good local facilities and schools. i am particularly keen to see the new secondary School (IAG) in the 

King’s Church

It has good transport links and green spaces.

I like the great inclusive community in Lee, and the growing number of families

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King’s Church

The area seems a nice place

My school: IAG

I like Lee because it is nice and quiet, I also really like it there because of our school.

The new IAG secondary school in the Kings Church

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King’s Church.

Lee has, to me, always had a "village feel" to it. Growing up in the area has left fond memories of an un-

threatening and pleasant place to live and explore.

I have lived in Lee for 14 years and love the area

Its rustic character and closeness to Blackheath. The new secondary school, International Academy of 

Greenwich.

The new secondary School (IAG) in the King’s Church

Lived here for a goodly number of years and enjoy the fact that transport links are good and that Sutcliffe 

Park, Greenwich Park and Manor Park are within easy walking distance. Manor Park was a godsend when my 

We like the parks but more importantly, the new IAG school which offers parents a badly needed alternative.

Lee is a peaceful and quiet place to live.

Where I live is so quite. I have a field in front of my house. Sainsburys is a 3 min walk. What's not to like.

It's quiet, with several parks, excellent primary schools and good train connections

Lee is a neighbourhood with its own distinct character. I can shop at Sainsbury's, drink coffee in Jam & Bread 

or now Home café and drink in one of three decent pubs (and yes, I am including Weatherspoons). I have 

The new secondary School (IAG) in the King’s Church

Lee is a lovely area, with nice green spaces on the doorstep.

Green spaces, proximity to central London, sense of community

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King’s Church

I like that it is a quiet estate and that it is a privet resedential part.



The new secondary school (IAG) in the King's Church.

the new secondary school (IAG) in kings church

The new secondary school (IAG) in the kings church.

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King's Church.

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King's Church

The new secondary school (IAG) in King's Church

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King's Church

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King's Church

the secondary school (IAG) is in the king's church.

Multicultural area. Good transport links.

Manor park gardens!!!

Manor park library!! 

Accessibility to transport and local amenities like Sainsburys. An easy route to London. Local areas like 

Blackheath, Lewisham and Eltham within easy reach

I love the fact that everyone is friendly and people talk to each other at bus stops and in the Sainsburys check-

out. I also loving being on five bus routes and in walking distance of three stations with great connections to 

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King’s Church

The new secondary school (IAG)

The new secondary school, International Academy of Greenwich (IAG) in the King’s Church.

Lee is a nice area and is easily accessible. The new IAG school opened in the Kings Church has helped us as 

we were given none of our school choices. My son has done extremely well so far.

It's a nice to live in

Character, community facilities, open spaces, parks and river.

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King's Church.

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King's Church.

Green space & parkland, the amenities that it has to offer.

As Hither Green has grown so much as a community in the last few years I feel Lee has the potential of doing 

the same as we are neighbours.

The addition of a new secondary school in an area that is poorly served for secondary school choice

The community, the proximity to country side and the city. Particularly excited about IAG school in Kings 

Church.



It is has a strong sense of community, good transport links, location and open space

Friendly community and good handy shops and travel links

The diversity and sense of community.

Great safe neighbourhood. The recent IAoG school there is a quality school and provided a much needed 

secondary school in a great location.

My daughter attends the new IAG secondary school at the King's Church, this is an amazing school that is so 

progressive and supportive of their children, having viewed so many schools in the area both private and 

Ing school

Fantastic environment and the community spirit

The new secondary school IAoG in the King’s Church

The transport links.

Neighbourhood Feeling, International Academy Greenwich, an amazing new school in Kings Church

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King's Church

Diversity and easy reach to central London and Kent

I am loving the new school IAG in Kings Church!

It's a nice place to live

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King’s Church

Diversity

The new secondary School (IAG) in the King’s Church

Great links to central London. We have fantastic green spaces, Manor House Gardens, Manor Park, the heath 

in Blackheath, Greenwich park. We have friendly independent little shops, restaurants, cafes. We have 

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King’s Church

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King’s Church

I like the International Academy of Greenwich free school

I like being close to central London with good public transport links.

The area is interesting to explore on foot.

Good residential neighbourhood with good transport links to central London

Access to green spaces relatively locally

Mixed character and use, open spaces, linear character and history of Lee High Rd



I like the fact that we have great transport links and excellent access to parks, open spaces, Blackheath 

Village and Greenwich.

The mix of old and new buildings; the easily accessible supermarket; the open space of the Quaggy River 

flood plain defence

I am delighted about the new secondary school that has opening - IAG - a real opportunity for the area and 

an education philosophy which I agree with. Adds real choice for parents in the area

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King’s Church. It is good to see a community providing new and 

ambitious provision for its young people.

It is a culturally diverse area with many interesting and old buildings and public spaces

Lee is a very good location and with IAOG coming to the area will only be a wonderful thing

The new secondary School - International Academy of Greenwich - in the King’s Church

I like Lee because it has a real community spirit and it's where my son was born and raised.

I like the fact that the temporary school has brought in the missing link to what was missing in our 

community

It is generally safe, well connected to transport and has great primary schools.

The new secondary school in the King’s Church

The new secondary School (IAG) in the King’s Church

Socially mixed, leafy, some ok shops. Promising new school currently on Kings Church site.

A pleasant leafy area

The Italian restaurant, the non-chain shops, the location and my son loves his new school (the International 

Academy of Greenwich) in Lee.

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King’s Church

The provisions for education, particularly the new secondary school (IAG).

The new secondary School (IAG) in the King’s Church

It has a growing sense of community, helped by the recent opening of IAG secondary school near the fire 

station.

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King’s Church

Nice neighbourhood feel

Vibrant community, new secondary school IAG Greenwich

Sense of community. Manor House Gardens. Good range of primary schools. New non-faith, non-selective 

secondary school (International Academy of Greenwich), which provides a much needed additional option 

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King’s Church Building, but ideally could do with its own building close 

by.

The community feel, close proximity to other areas such as Greenwich, Blackheath, Lewisham, great 

transport links.



Is a very nice area, wich need a really good school like International Academy of Greenwich

Ok

I do Iike the family environment. Currently it has many good primary schools that attract families to the area.

Manor House Gardens and the International Academy of Greenwich

I like that there is a new secondary school, The International Academy of Greenwich in King's Church.

IAG opening last september

Good community

I like the area in general, with my special interest in the new secondary school (IAG) in the King’s Church.

The serene nature of the neighbourhood

The new secondary School (IAG) in the King’s Church

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King’s Church

Local amenities

We have a new secondary school (International Academy of Greenwich) finally.

The new school, International Academy of Greenwich.

Community & good schools

I think the new school, International Academy of Greenwich will provide the area with much needed 

secondary school places. At the moment the area is well provided for with Primary schools but the few 

neighborhood

The area is a very family oriented place, the new school IAG is a great addition to the area.

The local community aiming to improve the environment within lee, notably the creation of the IAG in the 

kings buildings

I really like Manor Park and the library which are reaL havens in this busy area. I like the diversity of the 

people in the area and the easily accessed public transport networks. The open house art events and farmers 

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King’s Church

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King’s Church, it is close to Blackheath Village with all its vibrancy and 

amenities.

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King’s Church

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King’s Church



There is a mew secondary school

I like the area because it is a small community .

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King’s Church

Some wonderful buildings and a lovely park (manor park) for very young children.

Quite arty

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King’s Church. The new secondary School has added to the diversity in 

Lee. Greenwich Secondary Schools are over populated and IAG gives enables the under privileged a place.

My daughter is attending the International Academy of Greenwich. I believe that this school is going to be 

highly successful as the headmistress and all the teachers are very motivated and passionate about their 

We like the International Academy of Greenwich, currently located in the King’s Church.

Good transport links, reasonable shopping, close to Blackheath, Greenwich, Lewisham.

What i like about Lee is the new secondary school name International Academy of Greenwich based in the 

King's Church building.

The new secondary school (IAG) in the King’s Church

The new secondary school school - International Academy of Greenwich in King's Church

I like how close it is to central London plus feels like you are in a village community.

vibrant area

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 



What don't you like about Lee?

Legate is awful

The air pollution, burglaries (I've had three) and the increasing volume of traffic.

The sad demise of Leegate, the lack of a joined up Lee, or decent focal point. Where is 'Lee'? It seems to 

merge into everywhere else without any kind of definite identity apart from the Leegate centre.

It's dirty and run down.

the run down shops, especially Leegate. The traffic. that some of the housing is rundown and looks shabby

The local Leegate shopping area is very run down and we need a better one. We seem to have lost the 

argument for a smaller super market but I'd like to see the best use made of the remaining space for shops 

The shops on Staplehurst Road, the sense of community, the fact the area is pulling together to make 

positive changes. Manor Park cafe and the improvements that don't just focus on Manor House Gardens

The traffic

Busy roads, difficulty of crossing road near Sainsbury's, pollution, empty properties like the Tiger pub, empty 

for a long time, are of neglect in the centre, reputation for violence though I have never witnessed anything 

It's increased traffic, pollution and the new Asda's project

the traffic; no step free access at Hither Green station

Housing becoming far too expensive and pushing local families out. I don't want Lee to become only 

affordable to bankers.

Lewisham housings poor approach with regards to maintaining its housing stock (e.g. The house next to mine 

has had pigeons living in the roof space for over ten years andLewisham has done nothing about it, despite 

The huge amount of traffic at the crossroads by teh Tiger's Head. The dilapidated state of what looks like a 

derelict and empty Tigers Head - could this be converted in to affordable apartments? The possibility of 

too much litter/

dumping /precinct dreadful

I think it is a little run down and there are some empty premises such as the derelict pub next to the post 

office. I think the parade is also an eyesore and the pedestrian crossings at the main intersection are a safety 

The squalid shopping centre

The Leegate centre- it is very ugly and I would not feel safe there at night.

Heavy traffic, run down shopping centre. Very poor cycle infrastucture

Lack of primary school places, poor road layout, edith nesbitt park been left to rot, new parking restrictions, 

leegate, too many secondary schools now new school opened. Poor coordination between Greenwich and 

East of Hither Green being used as a thoroughfare with speeding cars, the slow development of Leegate

Lack of a sense of community.

Types of dirty and unkempt shops

Poor range (and quality) of shops/cafes (with one or two notable exceptions - Lucianos, Home cafe etc), I 

would like to see a wider range of shops, to include small businesses as well as high street stores, rather than 



Traffic volume and speed in side roads. Commuter rat running and consequent diesel pollution

Leegate Shopping area - although this is obviously due to be redeveloped. 

Lee Green intersection (Lee Road, Lee High Road , Burnt Ash Road, Eltham Road) is terrible. The redesign has 

Too many eating places

The empty shops, the cheap shop frontages and general air of dilapidation.

Week days parking in upwood road & also used as a cut through to Lewisham

Rat running traffic and the different parking zones.

Noise & pollution

Lee gate lack of restaurants/bistro

Congestion. Fly tipping. Rubbish.

Bit scruffy

Closed and derelict shops

Leegate and poor traffic flow.

Lee gate

Not enough quality shops and am forced to go to lewisham where it is ugly, Blackheath which is pretentious 

and eltham which is just meh. 

It lacks high quality and interesting shops and cultural options. Some of the buildings are very ugly.

The state of Leegate. The traffic congestion @Lee Green

the empty shops in the precinct

Lack of decent shops

The state of Leegate shopping centre

Despite a few recent openings up Lee Road there aren't really that many good places to nip out and have a 

nice bite to eat or drink.

Lack of quality shops in Lee Green.

The shopping precinct, which used to have a few good shops, like the ironmonger and the chemist, but now 

is dreary and neglected.

Levels of air pollution - bad enough for me to be seriously considering leaving London. Threat of St Modwen's 

prison-like fortress at Leegate. Difficulty getting on trains / buses at rush hour.

Leegate centre, lee green traffic lights.

NIL



Lack of restaurants but improving. Lack of Small businesses. The way properties are changing due to 

extensions etc.

Crime 

Lee high road is scummy and doesn't feel safe at night 

Parking largely due to local residence irresponsible parking behaviour. Poor public transport

that the Leegate centre is run down and not used to best effect for our community

Too many new developments are happening that misunderstand the subtle relationship between population 

and space.

The run down parts.

There are too few bus routes, everything goes via Lewisham for example you can't get to Greenwich Park or 

town. The eyesore of the Leegate centre which brings the area down. Traffic grows but calming measures are 

Fair number of run down shops. Would like direct buses to Greenwich and Forest Hill

Leegate

Can be a bit rough around the edges - needs some regeneration in areas. Road system is a mess.

Pollution and scruffy

The busy Lee Green junction

Rubbish on the street, overall grubby appearance of high street and shopping centre, crime

What's not to like?

Speeding vehicles through our 20mph roads

The Leegate Centre

Crime

The congestion and badly managed road traffic and parking; the creeping of chain supermarkets; the empty 

shop spaces; lack of choice of good secondary schools; the changes in the management of the Manor House 

Lee High Road and Lee Green town centre are not cohesive, they don't flow together or draw people in.

Leegate not being constructed as it's an eyesore!

Speeding drivers on side roads. Rubbish tipping.

There actually isn't a great deal that I don't like about Lee. I am very sad that the Leegate shopping centre 

has gone into decline from being the busy and well used centre that it was when I first came to Lee in 1985. I 

Trains can be unreliable. Can sometimes feel a bit un-loved particularly on the 60s-housing side of Burnt Ash 

Road (bad parking, flytipping, overgrown trees on pavement restricting drivers' view etc)

See below and the cut through via Abergeldie Road, Horn Park Lane and Upwood Road.

Leegate

Lack of independent businesses



Its shifting rural landscape to urbanism, the growth of new corporate businesses like Sainsbury's local 

(unnecessary) and it's increasing selfishness from certain groups of residents

Traffic cutting through rat-runs, the ugly station fencing and overly tall floodlights which can be seen for 

miles around. HG station needs substantial work.

Lee Gate shopping centre

The Leegate centre. Charity shops with clothes/other items dumped outside them. The Mimosa cocktail bar.

That despite living in a family home we're not in a school catchment. This will mean we have to either travel 

across the borough to a school, or leave an area and a house we love.

Inconsistency in road width restrictions - signage inaccurate and confusing. Streets could be cleaner, 

Sainsburys could be a lot better, potholes.

Traffic and pollution

There needs to be more thought put into the shops and businesses in the area and more communication 

about what is happening in the Lee area. We never hear about events or activities at Manor Gardens.

Some parts of Lee look quite scruffy.

Litter, dumping, Lee Centre dereliction

Old Tiger's Head cross roads is an eyesore and a nightmare. The listed New Tiger's Head is derelict and in my 

view is completely defeating the point of a listing. There is a lack of good parking in Lee and the threat of 

High storey residential buildings near the old Lee Gate centre.

Leegate, waste of space

LeeGate - an eyesore. Lack of facilities - we need better shops in the area

Lee Green

The south circular

To much Parking when you come out of hither green station in front of shops and should be more a shared 

space and increased paved areas in front of shops

The shopping area

Traffic

Lee gate centre desperately needs redeveloping, ideally with more leisure facilities.

The traffic

Use of Conservation area as a rat-run and the speeding cars./Terrible state of Leegate./The badly designed 

crossroads at Lee Green.

Derelict pieces of land and property (old vauxhall dealership on Lee High Road, vacant flats above the 

bookies/estate agents next door that look like pigeon coops - broken windows etc), the length of time the 

Not enough thought/planning put into any developement

Lee flatters to deceive, some grim council estates. Poor layout of main road which leads to appalling traffic 

and air pollution. Truly inadequate secondary schools- my son has to go to school out of borough. Shopping 

It's dirty and looking very down at heel.



The traffic, the Leegate Centre, the dog poo.

Commuters coming to the area and using roads near station to park parking inconsiderately. parking wardens 

to visit more often.

Struggling town centre, some unloved bits of public realm, feels a bit disconnected in some ways, new 

buildings of limited design quality (low standards of LA's)

nothing specific

Collaboration is not enough within groups

The traffic and streets lined with parked cars making it difficult to drive. The car fumes and poor air quality. 

Leegate looks run down and depressing.

Leegate

Heavy traffic.

Air of neglect and poverty, too much traffic down Lee Road, coaches, dangerous roads for people to cross, 

neglected property, run down shops

Lee Green

lack of decent transport - in area around courtlands it is reliant on buses or boring walk to lee or kidbrooke 

stations. lack of decent pub / takeaways. leegate centre is grim (but don't think st modwen plans are best 

The gangs that hang about Leegate

Lee Green precinct needs updating with a community sensitive plan. Also the new tigers head could be 

turned into a community venue - looks unsightly boarded up. Disappointed that the council have stopped 

Traffic

Needs updating

Could we bury the main roads? It would then become amazing

Leegate. Flytipping. Traffic.

Some parts of Lee seem to have problems with selfish parking and litter/dog dirt and general lack of pride. 

There is unsociable behaviour and a lack of police presence which can feel a little unsafe at times. More 

Derelict New Tigers Head pub which has stood empty for years. Leegate redevelopment plans for Asda 

supermarket opposite large Sainsbury's - empty shops, uninspiring public space, traffic lights at cross roads, 

Traffic and polution, Leegate centre is an eyesore, spaces which could have better community planting esp 

interface between council property and conservation area which could be made better, concrete front 

Dilapidated properties in both boroughs, and the run-down Leegate centre. As well as being unsightly in 

itself, it lowers people's morale, encourages vandalism, and the dumping of rubbish on pavements, both by 

Lee gate shopping centre

Lee gate, Abbey Manor

Leegate not being developed fast enough!



Poor conditions of roads.

Lee trains really busy.

Too many empty shop fronts and some that need tidying up. Uneccessary Traffic build ups at lee green.

It is not now easy for small businesses to thrive / start up, competition from supermarkets /internet. 

Excessively high house prices: Limited options for our young who grow up in the area to buy / rent houses 

St Mowden ruining the area by running it down

more and more young people in Manor House Gardens at night or around; more and more noise and 

pollution; library new opening hours impacting on children's education and safety in the park; Manor Lane 

Traffic (especially at lee green crossroads) constant sirens, air quality, sometimes feel unsafe

New crossings, Lee station engineering works, main road closures before midnight.

Lee gate is really tatty

The crossroads is a nightmare. 

Lee Gate has been run down over the years. Traffic.

Great primary schools but not enough places. Secondary schools are unappealing.

Traffic (especially speeding and rat-running), streets becoming increasingly unclean and poorly maintained, 

few/poor secondary schools.

Leagate - in desperate need of regeneration. Seemingly brilliantly located, yet quite destitute in places, the 

Old Tigers Head is a lovely building but empty. The flats above lots of the shops are empty with broken 

I don't like inappropriate new development. Leegate is a good example. I'm sure that given half a chance, 

Lewisham Council planning dept would have the area covered in high rise building in no time

Traffic

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

Nothing.

The opposition of some residents to building of a new building for IAG secondary school on Bowring site

More trains to London please!

Gangs of school kids loitering in leegate.

VIa Hostel and the antisocial noise, drug dealing, litter and road disturbance it causes. The park (mhg)is less 

safe now it's not managed the same, the litter and dog poo is also worse.

The fact that some residents are opposed to the new proposed site for the children. When they clearly need 

a new and better aporopriate site

The proposal to build a new facility for the school on the southern side of the Bowring sports ground will be 

an opportunity to add state-of-the-art facilities to the community’s resources since the school is committed 

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

The Lee gate centre/tigers head crossroads



That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

Crime, feeling of not being safe after dark & recent reports of mugging a, teenage rampage, shops bring 

broken in to; HG station lack of step free access/ramp to all platforms; Manor House Garden being closed; 

Traffic

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

Some residents are opposed to IAG's proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

Traffic on lee high road,lacks on resources for young individuals,could have more cafes,theatres,cinema

It lacks access to good secondary schools which means as families get older, many leave the area. The 

development on the corner of A20 and Burnt Ash Hill is an eyesore as is the long empty Tigers Head and this 

That some residents are opposed to the new IAG school, which is there for the children of this community.

I hate that they are building an Asda's when there is already a Sainsburys. They are making a beautiful road 

visually awful! That building could become individual cafe's/cinema/youth club. There is so much more that 

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

Very busy, traffic can be difficult.

Leegate Centre

Rat running traffic

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

The amount of heavy traffic in the area

The run down leegate area and high street

We are seeking a good quality secondary school.

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site.

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

traffic pollution



That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

That some residents are opposed to the school having its premises on the bowring site

Not enough quality cafes

The area in & around Leegate centre; lack of safe cycling options for children/adults and those wishing to do 

local shopping; the new street lighting which leaves 'blackspots' on certain roads. Having my road constantly 

That some residents are opposed to IAG's proposal to have its community building on the Bowring site.

Nothing

School children's conduct

Proposed plans for a major development on the Bowring Sports Club Ground. There are also many problems 

associated with the International Academy of Greenwich at their temporary premises in Meadowcourt Road

Traffic

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site.

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site.

The traffic on Burnt Ash/ Lee High and St Mildreds (south circular) is unpleasant most days

The Leegate Centre. The IAG setting up in a totally unsuitable building and its proposals to build on Bowring 

field

Heavy traffic and it is used as a rat run for cars, so safer roads. The Leegate centre is really run down and 

does not feel safe for secondary school children there has been numerous incidents around there. More 

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site.

The amount of traffic and new housing popping up in every vacant space.

That some of the residents are opposed to IAG's proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring 

site.

hat some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site.

hat some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site.

Rising house prices are beginning to affect the character.

Having two children I'm very concerned about schools. There are not enough outstanding schools. Residents 

seem to be in opposition to new schools which is selfish.

It's a shame that not everyone in the area is behind projects such as this. There are old buildings and areas of 

land in the area (Bowring Sports Ground for the school, New Tiger's Head) that are really great spaces and 

- That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site



That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site - the 

community (and borough) clearly need better provision for secondary school age local children.

Too many people are against the school building on the Bowring site

Nothing

That some residents are opposed to IAG's proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

That too many people with no interest in the young people of Lee are against IAG building a proper building 

for the children.

I am concerned by the hostility to the new School which has opened at Lee Green.

That some people are against the school having its own building on the old Bowring sports ground. The place 

is just delelict at the moment. It's such a waste.

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

Poor air quality, traffic congestion, limited parks/green space, terrible bus connections, lack of a "village" 

centre.

That some residents are opposed to IAG's proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site.

The uniform

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

As the parent of a 12 and 9 year old the lack of choice of secondary schools has been my biggest concern.

It is disappointing that there is opposition to the new school (IAG) because it will undoubtedly enhance the 

area and improve the community feel. The layout of some of the junction from the A20 up towards 

Lack of secondary school options

What I do not like is transport congestion (grown over the years with too many cars), pollutions and 

haphazard new buildings which do not confirm to the already existing streets cape

That the area is missing a good international school and that some residents might be opposed to IAG’s 

proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

its very small and theres some gangs

That people watch us from windows. When traffic is heavy its hard to get to school.It is a noisy area but 

others say its "quiet".

That some residents are opposed to IAG's proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

That some residents are opposed to the proposal of the International School building on the Bowring site.

that some residents are apposed to the building on the bowring

That some residents are opposed to IAG's proposal to have its community buildings on the bowring site

The residents are opposed to iag

that some are opposed to the building the new school



That there are some people who are against haveing pupils that come to iag

It's never quiet.

some residents are opposed to building on the site

people watch you from there houses

the dislike of residents to iaog

that some residents are opposed to building on the site

there are loads of roadworks and most of the trains and buses are crowded

That some residents complain about are QUIET school

Some of the streets are dirty and have rubbish on them. I also don't like that some residents have oposed to 

the new school.

That some residents are opposed to IAG's proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site.

I don't like the main roads

that some residents are opposed to the building on the bowring site.

That some resident are opposed to the building on the bowring site

I don't like how slow the lights are it goes quick when your crossing the road and when your waiting it takes a 

long time.

the crossroads.

It is a main road and the traffic is too heavy at times which makes it difficult to commute. There are always a 

lot of roadworks.

Some of the people and all of the neighbours complaining about the new school

some people don't like IAoG

I don't like how some residents don't want us to have our new building

The shops are really exspensive

That some residents are opposed to IAG's proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

That some residents are opposed to IAG's proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowringsite

I don't like how it keeps making the busses diverted because they're working on the pavements.



I don't like the main roads.

Nothing

Some residents are opposed to the IAG, though they should be happy about having such a quality school in 

their neighbourhood

That some residents are opposed to building the school on the Bowring site

That some residents are opposed to IAG's proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site.

Residents complaining about the new IAG building

Some of the buildings look old and rusty which sometimes makes it look like a horrible ( rough ) place for 

anyone new; someone that hasn't visited or doesn't know about Lee yet.

the swees are so expensive

that the traffic is to heavy and the road is kind of dangerous and it will be hard to cross the road

I don't like that some residents are opposed to build our new school.

I don't like the main roads and the pollution.

That some residents are opposed to IAG proposal to have its community buildings on the bowring site.

Nothing

That some resident are opposed to IAG's proposal to have its community buildings on bowring site.

The residents keep complaining that IAG make to much noise but we don't.

That some residents are opposed to the new building being on Bowring sight

there aren't many big shops so you have to go to Lewisham

I do not like the residents complaining about IAG

That some residents are opposed to IAG's proposal to have its community buildings on the bowring site

That residents around the school are complaining about the new building and aren't letting it be built!

The residents don't want the school to happen

that the local residents oppose to build iag's new school

That some people in the neighbourhood are saying false information about our school

People don't want our building here

i dont like that there is a busy road near the school.i also dont like that people are against the school.



That some residents are opposed to IAG's proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

i don't like iaog

That some residents are opposed to IAG's proposal to have its community buildings on the browsing site.

That it has a fire station & I don't like a fire.

I don't like that some residents are opposed to IAG's proposal to have its community buildings on the 

bowring site.

It's too far away from my home, it takes me 1h and 30m.

The traffic and busy roads

I don't like the area as it is not nice looking and is a long way from my house.

I don't like that some residents are opposed to IAG's proposal to have its own building.

The traffic

I don't like the fact that some people seem to be against the new school.

The thing I don't like about Lee is that the road that was blocked caused by the pipe drain increases traffic.

That some residents are opposed to IAOG's to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

I would like to have more space and the traffic noise sometimes annoys me

the residents are complaining about our school and saying false info

Some residents are opposed to IAG's proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site.

nothing

That some residents are opposed to IAG's proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site.

some people don't want to let us build our school in Lee.

That some residents are opposed to IAG's proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site.

There is way to much traffic

traffic congestion and run down shops

The roads are heavily congested and at times unsafe, particularly during school runs. The infrastructure is 

clearly stretched, as evidenced by the numerous burst pipes and sinkhole incidents over the past year. 

Some of Lee looks very run down. Some residents are opposed to IAG's proposal to have its community 

buildings on the Bowring Sports Ground.

Traffic, the area opposite Sainsbury is a total mess, hopefully it will be fixed soon. It s an eyesore and doesnt 

reflect well on the area and its qualities.



Old buildings (from 20th century) which are not well cared of.

I wish there was a better choice of local secondary schools

The lack of investment/shops empty and down at heel. Litter.

The high density of families means that it is increasingly difficult to secure school places for every child in the 

area. Also, some of the current schools do not provide the level of education that all children deserve. I 

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

Not enough shops

I don't like the fact that the neighbours are arguing against us about not building our school on the Bowring 

site.

That some residents are opposed to IAG's proposals to have the school located on the Bowring site

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site.

Er .... has to be the volume of traffic that has increased since I lived there. Also some of the shop fronts could 

do with revitalising. There were always some scruffy aspects to the area, but nowadays, this should be 

Lack of good local infrastructure ( restaurants , gyms , etc)

Lack of public transport to Greenwich. That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its 

community buildings on the Bowring site

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

The new crossings which have been put in place by TfL!

Lee and its residents are great, but some locals are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community 

buildings on the Bowring site. This is a pity.

The road is too complicated for children to cross by themselves

Leegate area. The area feels deserted.

Traffic levels (especially drivers using the are as a cut through at great speed), lack of decent secondary 

school provision, and that it's not been possible to come up with a better solution for the Leegate centre 

The crossroads at the Old Tigers Head. Twice it has been 'improved' and neither times has it improved. It is 

dangerous for pedestrians and cyclists and causes delays for cars.

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

The Lee Gate centre needs upgrading as it is looking run down.

Poor transport links. Ugly high street/shopping centre

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

That our school is a church



That some residents are opposed to IAG's proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site.

that some residents are opposed to IAG's proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

That some residents are opposed to IAG's propasal to have its own community building on the Bowring site.

That some residents are opposed to IAG's proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site.

That some residents are opposed to IAG's proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

That some residents are opposed to IAG's proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

That some residents are opposed to IAG's proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

That some residents are opposed IAG's proposal to have its community buildings on Bowring site

that some residents are opposed to IAG's proposal to have its community buildings on the browring site.

Run down shopping centre.

IAG was a second choice for my son but it would have been the first if it wasn't on temporary building

The area around sainsburys is depressing. Makes you feel sad just to go near. Must be sadder for the people 

living there.

Location. Access to amenities and transport routes. close to local villages like Blackheath and Lewisham.

I don't like the fact that planning permission has been granted for a nine-story development at Leegate 

which is right opposite my flat and will block out all my light and sunshine at the front. I don't like the fact 

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

The lack of secondary school options

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site.

Some residents around that area can be quite rude even if parking after the hours of permit holders only as 

they residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

the pollution

Limited education, sport and play facilities

That some residents are opposed to IAG's proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site.

That some residents are opposed to IAG's proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site.

Traffic, pollution is a problem, especially around the Tigers head crossroads.

Not much really - we could really do with better secondary school options though.

The opposition to building a new secondary school in the area

Lack of secondary provision for secular families. Recently the opposition to IAG School's proposal to have its 

community buildings on the Bowring site



Lack of affordable housing and great shops

Parking

The traffic! The pollution form heavy traffic is a real concern

Some residents oppose the IAoG school and tried to damage its reputation. Not a behaviour in line with a 

community spirit.

The area can be a bit edgy at times it needs more community spirit and community integration, but I 

particularly do not like the total disregard for community spirit in the way local residents are against the IAG 

ING school

There is no outstanding school in the community

Some residents opposition to IAoG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

The run down Leegate shopping centre.

that shortsighted neighbours are opposing this amazing school although there are only around 100 children 

currently

That some residents are opposed to IAG's proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

Closed down shops and tall flats

The residents opposition to IAG and to have its new building on the Bowring site.

Busy roads

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

Shortage of secondary school

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

There aren't enough traffic lights and zebra crossing for children to cross the roads safely. This leads to 

parents having to drive their child to school instead of the children walking. Leegate is very derelict and it 

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

The huge busy roads and junctions

The ugliness of Leegate Centre.

The noise, air-pollution and danger of road vehicles on the main roads.

Increase in traffic volume and rat running and consequent high levels of pollution and noise

Increase in commuter parking in residential streets

pressure to redevelop certain areas where not appropriate, lack of council commitment and investment to 

improve streetscene and guide high quality development



I do not like the amount of traffic and the pollution. We live just off the Eltham Road, in Hamlea Close and I 

walk to work in a PRU in Eltham. The pollution and danger of the road especially during the busy times is off 

Increased traffic; lack of boutique shops and restaurants at Leegate

I have been shocked by some of the vitriolic objections to the school - there is a shortage of secondary 

school places in London and schools have to go somewhere... If everyone objected, there would be no public 

It is regrettable that some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the 

Bowring site.

The cultural diversity of the area is not properly represented in the secondary school provision for the area.

I don't know too much not to like about lee area

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

That the choice of a small school has been non existent

Leegate remains an eyesore and the space is poorly used, there are not enough great secondary schools.

That some residents are opposed to the proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

Lack of secondary school provision.

Heavy traffic & congestion, Anti-social youths roaring around on unsilenced motorbikes, sometimes 

mounting pavements, cutting corners to get past traffic waiting at red lights, IGNORING the red lights, & 

Too many apparatchiks

The old precinct area. The misunderstanding from some local residents about the new IAG school. This will 

greatly add to the local community; it is a benefit.

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

That there is some resistance to the development of the school on the Bowring site.

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

As the parent of a 12 and 9 year old the lack of choice of secondary schools has been my biggest concern.

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

Traffic, in some bits

People that are not interested in a good future education for local kids and even rally against a new school

That some residents are opposed to the proposal to build a permanent site for the International Academy of 

Greenwich on the old Bowring Sports ground. The plan seems well thought out and there is a definite need 

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site.

The eyesore Leegate shopping centre which is very depressing, the lack of pride some residents have in their 

area demonstrated by things like flytipping, can be very populated by traffic/cars, anti-social behaviour, too 



I would like the neighbours of International Academy of Greenwich to be more tolerant and remember they 

were childrens , and all childrens has wright to study

Is ok

Too much traffic, unwelcoming looking housing estates. Cold eerie feel/ambience in some parts - eg 

shopping centre opposite Sainsbury's - feels unsafe.

The residents who are not wanting to build the new school

Need better schools/more school places

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site.

Been taking rundown and preventing development

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

No underground station

Until recently lack of quality secondary education.

The opposition to the building of the new school, IAG, on the Bowring site, from some members of the 

community.

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site.

I Didn't find anything

It's upsetting to hear how some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on 

the Bowring site

That some residents want to object to the development of the IAG permanent bowling site and the shopping 

centre

The traffic. It is too busy on the main road and the standing traffic at the Lee green crossroads has become 

particularly bad as Lewisham is redeveloping. The air pollution levels are very worrying , the asthmatics in my 

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site. This 

site is ultimately for residents of Lee and its environs. It is to provide for future children living around this 

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site



Not enough school places

The proposal to build a new facility for the school on the Southern side of the Baring sports ground will be an 

opportunity to add state-of-the-art facilities to the community’s resources since the school is committed to 

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

Leegate

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site.

It is not particularly clean area and there have recently been too many disturbances and disruptions, long 

road works and diverted buses. The roads are dangerous for children as traffic is always heavy and crossings 

We are disappointed that, as we understand, some residents are not happy with IAG’s proposal to have its 

community buildings on the Bowring site

Traffic can be bad, general neighbourhood street cleaning is not good

What i do not like about Lee is when residents in Lee are opposing to Internation Academy of Greenwich's 

proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site. Our children need and deserve to have a 

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

That some residents are opposed to IAG’s proposal to have its community buildings on the Bowring site

Too many deserted shops

more opportunities

There is a disturbing degree of nimyism



What needs to be improved?

Lee gate first and foremost and also the fly tipping spots eg Old Road

Air quality, much more high profile policing and alternatives to encouraging people to use their cars for 

shopping; also low emission vehicles. The 20mph is not a good idea for traffic on Baring Road, Burnt Ash Hill 

Leegate, signage, small shops. It could be great, should be great, isn't.

The Leegate shopping centre is in desperate need of redevelopment.

Leegate. Some of the housing. Control parking on the streets stop traffic cutting through side streets.

Air pollution needs to be reduced and more traffic free areas. The small Edith Nesbit park needs attention - 

play area for children is. Wry run down.

Traffic speeds and levels.

The early Victorian buildings bordering Lee Rd have some quaintness but must be coming to the end of their 

useful life. They are vulnerable to flooding as they are low lying and have basements. This is not to say that 

Traffic going through to Lewisham, big lorries, tons of coaches from Europe though don't know where they 

could go instead. Air of neglect and poor shops along Lee Road

To try to decrease the effect of the newly build Asda on our neighbourhood and more frequent trains to 

central London. I also think the frequency of the buses should be improved.

the roadscape and management of traffic around Manor Lane and environs - 20MPH and massive 

enforcement needed; step free access etc

Too many cars and traffic. Leegate junction needs to be redesigned. Lack of direct bus route to Greenwich. 

Conservation Society has too much power and this makes it harder and more expensive for local people to 

More money spent on housing, better traffic management and on punishing flytippers. More control of shop 

tenancies e.g. Less pawn and tattoo parlours

The empty Tigers Head. Lee Gate - althuogh the St Modwen plan for a massive supermarket development is 

still not ideal.

shopping area

need more shops decent supermarket 

See above. I fully support the regeneration of the parade Lee Gree and this would go someway to improving 

the attractiveness of this area.

Demolish the shopping centre. Do not add any more supermarkets - Sainsbury's is quite enough. More 

independent shops would be nice and open spaces.

The Leegate centre. Clearly trains could be more frequent but recognise that isn't within council control :)

Reduce rat runs, build bike lanes and reduce road use.

See above - park could be improved, local primary schools, the cross roads is appalling and worse following 

changes, leegate and traffic planning generally

More zebra crossings (e.g. outside primary schools) and other speed reducing measures, a good solution for 

Leegate including better road infrastructure on Burnt Ash.

A good clean-up of the streets, and new pavements to be laid after they have been dug up by various 

Companies many times. Really, the whole area needs a bit of TLC.

Local individual shops.cleanliness of streets

See above answer - traffic/junction at tiger's head, more open space, better children's play areas. Sort out 

the library - Manor House is a beautiful place and a lovely library, perhaps encouraging use of the additional 



We must stop the trend to avoid using main roads so that the whole area becomes prone to rat running

I believe availability of primary school places has reduced considerably over the past few years (due to the 

number of families in the area) and the severe lack of decent secondary school is an issue that needs 

Pavements and some roads

Almost everything, the New Tigers Head, in particular, has been empty for years, the police station was 

converted into some lovely flats does no developer have the imagination to do the same with the old 

Parking in upwood road & surrounding roads. Lee gate shopping centre needs updating

The roads and environment.

Urban environment

Library services

Road surfaces. Litter. Congestion.

Needs Clean up

. those that are there do not interest me

Filter traffic light at Lee Rd/Eltham Rd intersection. Leegate needs to be knocked down, traffic needs to be 

reduced.

Lee gate should be knocked down and turned into a new baker loo line station when the extension is built

Quality of shops and buses from the other side of lee!

Leegate.

The precinct itself but it needs to be sympathetic and encourage smaller individual shops . Bus stops 

especially southbound on Burnt Ash Road where the buses block the lane.

Shopping centre, special needs facilities and services

shopping centre, also bring back our full library service

Despite having fairly decent transport links these will need to be improved rapidly with the proposed new 

flats and shopping centre in Lee Green and the ever expanding Kidbrooke Village

More independent shops and another speed camera on Lee high road

Some small, non-chain shops selling really useful stuff, not just knick-knacks and maybe some decent, 

affordable housing around the precinct.

Leegate needs a decent plan for redevelopment that provides pleasant open space and places that could be 

used by local people for arts events and other activities. The air quality issues need to be addressed and not 

Lee green, leegate centre. The empty Tigers Head pub. Parking.



Some areas need to be preserved. Green areas need to be saved. Sudclifff park etc

Keep streets cleaner

Make it feel safer at night

Better public transport link, for example tube or DLR service available in Lee area

the Leegate centre, improved traffic and reduced pollution. The small independent shops need to be kept 

open

A pause in building any further large scale developments. This includes the infill of school sites, Leegate, and 

so on.

Regeneration of the area e.g. through more high quality schools to attract a diverse range of residents to the 

area.

Traffic routing and diversion away from residential roads as cut throughs. Rejection of growing trend of infill.

See previous answer

Leegate, some of the scruffy shops and kebab places on Staplehurst Rd

Road systems.

Water systems - lots of leaks.

The water system haha. Seriously the quality of the finishes on fences and streets etc. Also the Sainsbury's is 

not welcoming and the car show room tigers head could be used more effectively. I also think better cycling 

The derelict centre at Lee Green needs to be regenerated

Cleanliness, crime, secondary schools

Secondary schools. In particular, Lee/Lewisham would benefit from a grammar school so that bright children 

without middle class parents could receive a better education.

Policing of speeding vehicles.

A cinema and more community shops

Traffic

As above.

See above. Also pollution is a big problem on major roads

Leegate urgently needs to be developed

Control of driving. 

Legate centre

The Leegate centre desperately needs improving, but not as St Modwen are proposing. The fly tipping 

problem. The timing of the traffic lights at Lee Green. The empty and sad looking New Tigers Head which is 

The Leegate Centre.

Traffic system for above.

Leegate

Shops



Access for people with disabilities - parking and access to the inaccessible train station. More considerate 

residents - everything seems to be about parents and their gluttonous families ( 2 family cars, extensions to 

Traffic planning, more greenery on the streets including replacement trees, engagement of network rail with 

HG station

Lee Gate shopping centre

There needs to be final clarity on the future of the Leegate centre with a finalised timescale. The Leegate 

Centre needs to be demolished to make way for more modern and cleaner environment.

School places! It's bonkers that the council won't expand Brindishe Lee because people with too much time 

on their hands might get upset!

potholes, road signage (particularly width restriction signs), road sweepers, access to useful shops e.g. good 

supermarket, butcher, baker, grocer, hardware store

Traffic and pollution from A20

Communication and community spirit. More events for locals with families.

Overall look of the buildings especially in Leegate shopping centre and closed down pub on the corner of Lee 

Road with Lee High Road.

Pavements (Leyland Road pavements are terrible), attitudes to dropping litter and dumping, road cleaning

Bus to Greenwich

Parking provisions

Landlords of the victorian buildings in the Hither Green centre (Staplehurst Rd) should be forced to either 

renovate them or sell them to someone who will care about our town centre and make them beautiful again. 

Leegate and bigger variety of shops

LeeGate.

Lee green could be an asset. It would change the whole are if the old building wasn't there.

As above

The shopping area

People should clean up after their dogs and transport providers for colfe's school should be more 

considerate (coaches parked nearby with engines running etc)

Lee gate centre

Air pollution

More small and diverse shops./Some areas for wildlife.

need some development to take place to kick start the area.

the general environs particularly around the " car wash "

Traffic, secondary schools, housing, youthwork provision for young people. Leegate. More independent 

shops.

It needs to have fewer parked cars clogging up the streets. It would be good if the residential streets were't 

used as rat runs.



Cleanliness of the streets, speeding cars

As above and uneven pavements

Housing quality and variety, streets and spaces, opputuinities for local business and start ups, transport links, 

car dominated streets/congestion

it need not be the poor cousin to Blackheath village but there needs to be a focal point to attract people

In order for people to join hands there need to be more social events

traffic and car parking

A new approach to the redevelopment of Leegate

Street cleaning

centre of Lee,near to Sainsbury, run-down appearance of shops and pubs along Lee Road

depressing and intimidating

transport provision - more direct access to kidbrooke station from courtlands estate, faster moving transport 

to lewisham or in ideal world tube / dlr extension to lee or kidbrooke

Leegate

See above

New shops

Redlight running

Seriously sinking the A20

Leegate. Traffic using residential roars as rat runs.

Leegate centre! Traffic flow at the junction of Burnt Ash and Lee High Road. Cleaner streets- especially 

around the dog issue but also fly-tipping and careless waste disposal. Libraries and cultural provision.

More interesting small shops, more public space to make Leegate more attractive

Leegate centre- transitions from council property to private and owned, Brindishe schools could be more 

community orientated- tend to be quite focused in on themselves, more to bring community together- ? 

The appearance of a few dilapidated properties, which both Lewisham and Greenwich councils should take 

action on, using the legal powers they have, and taking a zero tolerance position with the owners of the 

Lee gate shopping centre

Lee Gate

Leegate needs to be developed immediately



Council looking after our streets better.

More trains and carriages.

Tigers head needs sorting out and shops on Burnt Ash Road and leegate tidying up. Parking still not resolved, 

it's just pushed into areas that don't have restrictions.

-The Leegate. 

-The development in the old Penfolds body repair shop (between the park and Aislibie Road).

Repaint refurbish leegate

see above - pollution has to be tackled. Hither Green station could be re-designed with an exit on the side 

towards the Station cafe. Entrance/exit are scary. More and more dangerous dogs around the station and in 

All of the above

Leegate centre needs some love but not a new supermarket.

The cross roads

The concrete monstrosity that is lee gate.

Lee Gate

More primary school places.

Schools, library and parks

See previous answer.

The leagate area needs regeneration desperately. An eyesore and not enough going on, despite it being 

located in a perfect area, linking the heart of Lee and Blackheath.

Leegate!! Also the New Tiger's Head needs sorting. It's a nice characterful property. Maybe change of 

planning use would help. Also the properties adjacent to the old Tiger's Head need refurbishing - not 

Traffic

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

A good quality secondary school.

The area would benefit immensely by IAG secondary offer of unique IB education.

Grove park library. A local gym facility.

Leegate.

To have a new state of the art secondary school.

The Via hostel creating a very negative change to the area, Litter, dog poo. Safety at Manor House gardens 

(attempted mugging yesterday of A man with kids in daylight)

High standard secondary education school with excellent facilities

In addition, the school is committed to ensuring the sports field itself, which is also a floodplain for the River 

Quaggy, is a haven for wildlife and nature through careful support for an ecology project which could also be 

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

The Lee gate centre! Also crossroads, traffic



High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

Safety, station access, area around Lee Gate.

More schools

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

More cultural and artistic places to go to

As above, a good local secondary school is essential and should be a priority. Also a decision about 

redeveloping the St Morwens site and the Tigers Head, see Q2. Street scene on Burnt Ash Hill, See Q2 and a 

The Bowring site that could include not only an eco friendly school building, but also community areas for all, 

including new jobs for local residents.

It needs a good clean. Opposite Sainsbury's has so much potential. It could be little individually owned shops, 

or a cinema, a little boutique cinema. I hate that we are letting the 'New Tigers Head' building rot. This could 

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

Currently too much road works but hopefully this will finish soon. Better shops would be great. Bus to be 

more frequent.

General improvement in the buildings and environment

Policing of the conservation area regulations (Article 4 directive)

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

Transportation

Fly tipping, refuse collection. General untidiness.

Schools.

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces. 

In The Guardian Weekend magazine, Hither Green featured in Lets Move to... A local resident called the area 

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

reduce traffic pollution and ensure that there are enough school places and enough homes for local people



High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

High quality secondary school with internal and external facilities that can be used by the pupils and local 

community

more coffee places, more meeting places.

(1) Getting Colfes school to provide temporary drop off points within their land so the parents stop blocking 

the surrounding driveways on upwood and leyland road (2) Leegate centre changes need to be speeded up 

High quality secondary school education LOCALLY and high quality buildings for the school with its internal 

and external spaces adding to and enhancing the offer of local community contemporary and fit for purpose 

The streets could be cleaner

No more schools

Pollution and too much traffic

Lee green traffic lights, uncertainty of significant development like Asda and schools

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces.

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces.

The pedestrian crossings.

Pollution levels

The IAG secondary school built as still in temporary accommodation, as the prmary schools are good but we 

need this good secondary school built.

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces.

The traffic. Particularly Lee Green Lights timings at weekends, when they often only allow a few cars through 

at a time causing huge traffic jams.

High quality secondary school education and buildi gs with community use of internal and external spaces.

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces.

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces.

Schools on the primary level are excellent. However on a secondary level demand outstrips supply by a mile.

Some buildings are very old and so the council should seek redevelopment plans. More schools should be 

built. More areas for buses for school children.

There are fantastic primary schools in the area, but secondary education is patchy and hit-and-miss in terms 

of schools with Lee in their catchment area. Adding a permanent new secondary school to the area would 

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces



High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

The International Academy of Greenwich needs a purpose built building. It will benefit the whole community 

that the Lee Forum serves.

The mess

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

We need a proper purpose built school for IAG on the Bowring sports ground. At the moment that's just 

derelict and an eyesore.

1.General run down appearance of Lee Gree shopping centre; 2. More support for the International Academy 

of Greenwich; 3. Traffic at the Burnt Ash Hill/S.Circular Road junction

Get rid of the derelict Bowring sports pavilion and let the school have a decent building that they can share 

with the community.

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

Address congestion and improve air quality. More green space and improve public playgrounds. Improve 

cohesion within village centre (range and quality of shops, signage).

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external space.

I do not know

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

Local secondary schools with decent buildings that may be used by the community when not being used as a 

school.

Local secondary school provision - Lee deserves its own school to match, for example Tallis and Kidbrooke 

further down the A20 or The John Road in Westcombe Park. We've lost of diverse talent in the 

Secondary school choices!

Level of pollution needs improving as well as housing design.

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

if therecould be less gangs and make it bigger

Less traffic and everything

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

There needs to be a high quality secondary school and buildings for community use.

high quality secondary school and building for community use

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

High quality secondary school education

high quality secondary school and building for community use



Everything

high quality secondary school and buildings for community use

people need to stop looking at us

high quality secondary schools and community

high quality secondary school and building for community use

The traffic is heavy around Sainsbury's. there should be more cafes and more fun places

High quality secondary schools that are desperately needed

The rubbish system and the secondary school education.

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal spaces.

I think there should be less litter

high quality secondary school and buildings for community use.

High quality secondary school and buildings for community use.

Give more time to cross the road.

The building of the school IAG

I think we need to see more local shops and cafes.

The streets should be cleaner and a high quality secondary school

The building of IAG

High quality secondary schools education and buildings

The busses need to come more often

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

The traffic because it sometimes makes me late for school even if I get an earlier bus.



There needs to be more local shops.

Road works

There needs to be high quality education in the area with a high sense of community spirit for the whole 

community around it

High quality secondary school and communal buildings

High-quality secondary school education and building with community use of internal and external spaces.

high quality secondary school

Could try and paint some of the buildings, which would lighten the place up: put a nice, calm restaurant, for 

people to visit and eat there, that would be really nice; plus, you could put a park near-by if there isn't one.

less accident cause their are so much traffic

what need to be improve is the roads because it's to dangerous for me to cross so i think it needs to be 

improve

It need to have more high quality school, and that why we are building our school.

The pollution.

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces.

The school space

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces.

I want a new building.

High quality secondary schools and communal building

shops

High quality secondary school education

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces.

A high quality secondary school

high quality secondary school education.

The thing that needs to be improved, is the high quality secondary school education, and what we learn.

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

the schools near the neighbourhood needs improving such as new buildings so there is more space for 

everyone and more classrooms so that we are not all cramped in one space.



High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

the school iaog

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces.

High quality secondary school

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces.

We need more space to do sports, and the PE ground needs to be closer.

More secondary schools and better cross roads

The schools education and location.

There is not a lot of high quality education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces.

The quality of shops

We need better buildings for the schools.

the safety and traffic lights outside don't really work properly and that can cause accident and I'm sure that's 

upsetting to hear.

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

More space and have a drop off in front of school

high quality school learning and buildings

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces.

better chicken and chip shops

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces.

More schools.

the space in the IAG grounds. (to play)

All the traffic and road works.

new tigers head

We need more open space to help tackle pollution and to reduce the number of traffic in the area.

Closed down shops need to be revitalised; residents need better schools (such as International Academy of 

Greenwich) offering high quality education, improved community facilities.

It needs rethinking of the green areas, more community areas, places to enjoy outdoor and activities for all 

residents



Cleanliness

More local secondary schools

Investment and street sweeping.

Current schooling is insufficient. The IAG will help provide more school places. It is a community school and 

so relevant for all. It will also help improve the sustainable environment.

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

More shops

It needs another big school for the Children in Lee, That is IAG if it hopefully gets built.

High Quality School education for local residents and buildings which can be used by local community groups

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces.

see above

Some roads are really beautifully kept while others are not so

. Locals should be equally responsible for the upkeep of their property including front gardens no matter if 

Public transport to Greenwich. High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of 

internal and external spaces.

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

As a bove, the crossings, for a start.

As stated in 1, the area is cryng out for a different type of secondary school. IAG is filling a gap and all of its 

aims need to be supported.

The crossing system

Leegate. Along the lines of a small self contained village. Eg Housing, shops, restaurants, community space.

1. Traffic levels and secondary school provision

See above (although I don't hold out much hope).

Also the Leegate centre is horrible now. When we bought our house in Meadowcourt Road in 1999, the 

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

The Lee Gate Centre

Shops, schools, transport, more areas of beauty

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

We need bigger spaces and we need a better school so then we can get more students to join



High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces.

high quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces.

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces.

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use internal and external spaces

high quality sacondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces.

Shopping centre. Schools. Road traffic.

The area around sainsburys - nice new affordable flats to replace the crappy 60's flats for those currently 

living there. Needs to be built around a nice square so it feels homely - gives a sense of community 

Planning needs to be coordinated as there are a number of developments happening at the same time. 

Current and increasing traffic is becoming an issue. Green areas need to be conserved and protected.

The A21 and Lee High Road are too congested and the air is too polluted, so traffic needs to be reduced, 

especially as there are three secondary schools so close to the crossroads at Lee Green.

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

Local secondary schools. School buildings/amenities should be available after school for local residents.

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces.

Not just in Lee but having a new secondary school will help the community as the number of schools in 

Greenwich are over subscribed. High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use 

roadworks and where it is done

New schools, sports, play, community, college facilities. Prime areas of open space offering positive 

community use, contact with nature, notably attractive clean, green/ wild regeneration corridor along the 

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces.

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces.

A lot of developments seem to be getting approval & backing at be moment, which will only burden local 

infrastructure further & add to the pollution issues eg addition of supermarket to leegate development, 

Secondary school options please. As a grandparent of a secondary age child I am very happy to see the 

International School of Greenwich really attuned to the needs of the community both in terms of education 

Secondary school provision to offer more choice - offering the IB to non-grammar school attendees

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces.



Improved mix of shops and more community spaces

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy

of Greenwich which is currently located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school 

Leegate shopping area

The biggest gap is the lack of quality secondary schools where in addition the building and grounds can be 

used for community related activities/purposes.

Quality education is needed, there are not enough quality schools in the immediate area or the wider 

Lewisham and Greenwich boroughs, there are not enough child places available in most schools. But in order 

Roads

New schools and Gp surgerys with various opening times

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

The Leegate shopping centre.

more schools, higher school standards, a temporary site has to be found and fastly built for IAG; High-quality 

secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use internal and external spaces

The city centre and roads

High quality secondary education, this area needs good schools!

Safer crossing

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

More provision on secondary schools, specially free schools that are trying to establish

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

I look forward to the International Academy of Greenwich to be built for my son to continue his education 

there. The school has outstanding headteacher and teachers and is a huge asset to local families who are 

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

The community atmosphere and shopping centre as it's really depressing

The roads - taking away commuter road traffic and dirty heavy goods vehicles.

Leegate Centre - it should be demolished. 

Lessen rat running and commuter parking

Effective development of Leegate Centre

Improvement to streetscene incl repairs, better paving, more trees, signage, more care relating to existing 

open spaces; council to listen to local residents more when they comment on proposed developments in 



We need less traffic and an improvement to the new crossings at the main junction, which are so dangerous, 

strange angles and perilous curbs.

Leegate needs to be modernised, with appropriate attention to space, traffic volume, population etc rather 

than any high rise development

High quality secondary education - with community use of resources and space. There is a very limited choice 

of quality secondary school places and no real choice.

It will self-evidently be a contribution to this thriving community to have high quality secondary school 

education and buildings with, as an enriching feature, community use of internal and external spaces.

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces.

Maybe transport links

Having a high quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external 

spaces

Build a school that we can be proud of. A school to be proud that it offers high quality secular secondary 

education which will offer so much to the community

A permanent new school such as the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently located at Kings 

Church. I wholeheartedly believe that this school will add high quality secular secondary education and will 

Leegate needs to be finally replaced and there need to be more secondary schools, including a permanent 

building for the International Academic of Greenwich

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external space

- High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

1. Moving the IAG school currently based at Kings Church onto the Bowring site, to enhance local public, 

secular educational opportunities and enable improved, organised community leisure & sports opportunities. 

A louder Community voice which recognises differing opinions

More facilities. IAG apparently have plans to build on only a small fraction of the green space. Most of that 

space will be maintained and available to the local community, with plans for a local wildlife/ecological site. 

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

The educational provisions always need to be considered for improvement.

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

Local secondary schools with decent buildings that may be used by the community when not being used as a 

school.

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

Very keen that the proposed new International Academy of Greenwich be given a good permanent site!

IAG needs a temporary building site eg close by sports grounds to make it future prove, furthermore Lee gate 

area needs more green spaces and sports grounds

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces. 

Secure future for Manor House library.

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

Hopefully the building will demolished soon, I'd love to see more shops such will positively impact the area 

such as more coffee shops, independently run boutiques, more child-friendly establishments too. The council 



Public safety

Public safety

It is in real needs good quality secondary schools. Many families are obliged to move out because of this. L

Lee Gate area. Small shops would be better than a supermarket. Site for the International Academy of 

Greenwich

Create a real centre - heart of the community. Could include a new secondary school building with 

community use of internal and external spaces.

A new school to cater for secondary age

Good community school

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces.

The neighbourhood needs to be brought up to the standard that will encourage investment without leaving 

the residents behind. So consulting with the residents is important

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

Transport links

Infrastructure for new education establishments.

High quality secondary education with internal and external facilities that can be used by students and the 

community.

Facilities

The area needs high quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and 

external spaces.

I see a lack of tolerance regarding International Academy of Greenwich. I don't understand why people are 

fighting against this school.

In addition to the shops available, there is a need for a High quality secondary school education and buildings 

with community use of internal and external spaces

High quality secondary education which can also provide general community use

Green spaces- Every development should have to include a substantial green element in their plans. The 

council should be urging all property developers to include trees or develop green walls which will cut down 

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces. 

Children are part of any community and in fact they form future communities. It is important they have 

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces



The parks and green spaces

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

Leegate

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces. 

This will be of great benefit to the wider community.

Safe travelling to the school would be greatly appreciated.

We need a secondary school education of high quality and buildings with community use of internal and, 

importantly, external spaces. This will be beneficial to both children of the school and the community.

Improve quality of roads and public transport, street cleaning, etc.

I believe the area need high quality secondary school education as IAG has been providing for the children, 

buildings with community use of internal and external spaces.

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

More green areas

too much paperwork to get business up and runing.

Education, common realm maintenance



What are your top three issues to be covered in a neighbourhood plan?
More affordable housing in the legate development

Preservation of Manor House library with extended community use

Air pollution, crime and volume of traffic.

Shops, facilities and housing

Redevelopment of Leegate A new school A community centre

1. Leegate 2. Maintain open spaces 3 Traffic including providing parking for any new housing

Environmental standards, diversity of shops and businesses, community facilities.

Traffic and safer pedestrian crossings on school routes

More emphasis on communities pulling together rather than being defined by a boundary.

Plaques show the history of the area thanks in part to the Lee Society. This should be expanded and the 

"Green" and horse bus stables identified "on the ground".
Streetscape in Lee centre and along Lee Road. Traffic through Lee from continent.Empty buildings in Lee 

centre

Location of new houses and the design of those houses; less high rise building for example. Improve the 

varieties of shops given permission to open and opening up more community facilities such as centres for 

Traffic management; Leegate centre and New Tiger's Head; protecting green space

Affordable housing. Traffic reduction. Green spaces and street planting.

Better maintenance of council stock, less unnecessary street clutter through better design, more rigorous 

application of rules in conservation areas and neighbouring streets

-green space in Lee Gate in the new development.

-new community facilities in Lee Gate

retain manor house

some community facility Green space

Improving the high street - empty premises, dangerous pedestrian crossing. Lack of green space.

Green space

Independent shops

Redevelopment of Leegate

More coffee shops

transport and shops. Leegate development in particular.

Lee gate

New proposed school on metropolitan open land

Road safety measures in residential streets,

Streetscape, and design for the needs of young family life for today and also with the future in mind.

No to new supermarket

High street design/constituents, green space, Reducing air pollution by improving traffic mangement and/or 

improving transport links to reduce traffic load.



Traffic,pollution, st modwens plans for leegate

1) Commercial properties - limiting commercial premises converting to residential and redevelopment of 

Leegate to fit with community needs/desires. Supporting/promotion of local businesses.

Green space ,parking

No more supermarkets, give the small shops a chance.The conversion of the New Tigers Head into 

accommodation and some thought to be given to the type of shop. How many hairdressers/beauticians does 

Update Leegate shopping centre &a parking in Lee

Environmental standards, streets cape and green spaces.

Safer neighborhoods, youth clubs and activities to keep youth off the streets, high street

All of the above

To keep the open green spaces 

Clean up the roads 

Does it meet the community's needs? Is there a need for such a building in this area now? Is it attractive to 

looks at.

Lee crossing is appalling -- too many empty shops - Sainsbury's is forcing too many shops to close -

High street, library and bus service

1) improvement of (addition to) quality secondary school options; 2) better and more varied shops; 3) a 

cultural focal point (library/theatre)

To create good well designed public space in the precinct with greenery trees etc. To promote a sense of a 

shopping neighbourhood by signposting the shops in Lee Road and Lee High Road from the precinct . By 

Shops, community facilities, green spaces

more shops, less new builds family friendly pubs

1. Traffic & Transport 

2. Encourage new business and social spaces e.g. bars/restaurants etc

More shops, maintaining our Library service and parks

Design, with new building to be a mix of small shops, affordable housing and a pleasant area to walk.

1. Future use of Leegate

2. Addressing levels of air pollution

Leegate centre. Empty buildings. Traffic



Preserving the look of housing and not allowing some to over extend.

Developing local shops restaurants etc that are not chains

Crime

Steetscape

Neighbourhood watch for preventing crime. Street cleaning. Better public transport connection to Lee area

retain our green spaces, improve facilities for the community and ensure the correct balance of homes to 

amenities

All of the above

1. Schools - Lee families are increasingly worried about the lack of high quality secondary school places but 

the local community seems opposed to the opening of the new International Academy of Greenwich. 2. High 

Keeping the area low rise and turn empty shops into housing. Better bus routes.

Preserve Manor House Library as a library

Help area around Lee Green to attract independent shops and businesses so it can thrive and become more 

Scruffy and empty shops, streetscape - some pavements are very narrow and uneven, save Manor House 

Library

Design.

Green spaces. 

Preserving and building the local economy (shops and work live space). Getting the area ready for the digital 

revolution. Supporting local community and groups

Environmental standards for high traffic pollution, community facilities, location of new houses and shops

Parking regulations, design, cleanliness

Lewisham is currently undergoing an enormous amount of residential building including many high-rise 

appartment blocks. I don't object to this per se but would like to see how all these new residents will be 

Location of housing, environmental standards, Community facilities

A review of plans for the Leegate centre

Traffic reduction & speed control. Conservation of historic buildings and streets. Regeneration.

Greens spaces/ air pollution;

Stand against densely-built high-rise developments;

measures to tackle exposure to pollution

make employment opportunities shops and high streets more attractive

No issues it's a good plan

Legate centre - revised plan for renewal at lower height overall and with more green space. Roads/driving. 

Library

My first reaction is to say all of these issues are as important as each other and each one influences the area 

a great deal. If I have to choose I would say 

Historic buildings should be preserved and utilised. 

The Leegate Centre (we don't need another supermarket)

I love living in Lee but unfortunately the cut through used on a daily bases by traffic coming off the A20 and 

the South Circle along Abergleldie Road and Horn Park Lane and then along Upwood Road has become 
Shops

High streets



quite and peaceful enjoyment of the area. reduction of resident parking bays. increased access for people 

with disabilities to transport facilities and to parking areas

Expand the conservation area to cover more of the victorian terraced streets

Try to influence improvements to traffic reduction measures and HG station improvements

Provision, maintenance and upkeep of community services and facilities, preservation of neighbourhood 

character, enforce property owners to upkeep their properties

Empty buildings. Leegate Centre future. Late licensed premises.

School places, school places and school places! And in proper state schools, not free schools or religious 

ones.

The Lee Green crossroads - above the Old Tigers Head, New Tigers Head, Leegate Centre, maintaining Manor 

House Gardens.

Push for regeneration on Lee High Road where empty buildings and run down shops could be improved.

Greenspace

Shops

Empty buildings,location of new shops,location of new houses

1) quality and cleanliness of pavements and roads

2) Air quality

Ensuring that our green spaces remain that way and are not built on. 

Ensuring that the expected development of the Leegate centre meets the needs of all community users not 
Revitalise area around Lee Gate intersection and keep small town character of it.

Environmental standards, and shops and empty buildings

Community facilities and streetscape

Green space, community facilities, environmental standards

Improvements and new shared space outside HG station

Keeping the library open. Getting more shops open and sorting out the precinct

Improvements to Leegate centre

Lee gate centre. I've read that they are planning to put an Asda opposite Sainsbury's and think that will be a 

poor use of the space and will not benefit the local community

Proposed new school development

Location of new houses./Green spaces/Community facilities

streetscape, shops, general design

Schools, youthwork provision, traffic

Lee needs more affordable housing, a better community centre and a wider range of independent shops.



community facilities, high street and empty buildings.

Lee Green cross roads, design quality/standards, streetscape

opening up access to the river, making Leegate a real hub, keeping the green spaces safe

Promotion of local businesses, environmental standards, better debates on recylcling/waste management, 

green spaces to be boosted and supported

environmental standards

Map all the facts: population, location of services, schools, doctors surgeries, nursery schools, old people's 

homes, etc etc.

Good redevelopment, with well built shops and offices, of a high architectural standard. The height of 

buildings is immaterial as long as they are well designed.

Protect the parks so they remain a vital resource for families and local people, improve the streetscape, 

speed up local planning so that empty buildings are improved or up graded or replaced

transport

leisure (shops / restaurants / facilities for young people)

The new build of IAG.

More green space and low rise proposed development rather than high density that's happening in 

Lewisham

Renovation New Tiger's Head

Bow art studios have setup in Leegate tower- this will soon end- how do we retain and build on this for the 

area? Put the back of mine is the flood plain for the quaggy- there is a burnt out country club and crappy 

Getting something done to improve the area around the cross roads at Lee Green, including Leegate.

Controlling traffic by adapting roads.
High streets- more choice and more attractive outlets. Cleaner streets- environmental issues. 

Encouragement of cultural and leisure activities through imaginative use of empty or historic buildings with 

Retention of historic Manor House as a library, redevelopment of Leegate but not with another supermarket, 

making it somewhere people want to go

Empty buildings (e.g. no 3 Effingham road owned by a family who don't seem able to decide what to do with 

it so it remains unoccupied), new buildings - make sure they are suitable for local people (not foreign 
1. Tackle dilapidated properties whose appearance detracts from the local environment. A prime example of 

this is the New Tiger's Head pub, which has stood empty and boarded up for over 10 years. 

Community facilities 

Shops 

Community facilities, Leegate redevelopment, cleanliness

Anti social behaviour in leegate



Improve the area around Lee Green. Ger rid of car wash opposite sainsbury. Improve air quality.

Supporting independent shops, ensuring there are no empty buildings both retail and residential, reducing 

traffic jams by looking into syncing of nearby traffic lights,

1. Development. Support for small businesses / start ups / social enterprises are built into the legacies of new 

developments (eg Leegate). The money does not all go into the pockets of developers or large retailers, but 

All the above

1_improvement of the station area; 2_parks to be well maintained and dangerous trees cut; 

3_environmental standards. when unfinished works, have an accelerated process for the council to acquire 

Personal Safety, development of new shops&businesses, new housing

Green space and empty buildings

Leegate should be a community hub

Needs to feel like there is a centre.

Lee Green shopping

Schools

Green space

Reducing/controlling traffic, streetscape, community facilities (shops, secondary schools?)

Leagate regeneration. Fly tipping of random household objects on all street corners. Empty buildings in 

Leagate area.
Maintaining the village atmosphere is important so a mix of keeping good quality older properties. New 

builds should be of compatible design and streetscape is also important too.

Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

Community facilities such as good secondary school, library, leisure centre.

The new building proposed to be build on Bowring site would contribute greatly to the enhancement of Lee 

by providing a first class world education to its community, in form of nature conservation, language centre 

Keep green spaces

Sell/do up empty houses

Establish support for IAG to build the community a great school with community use of internal and external 

spaces.

Manor House Library

Via Hostel on Old Road-has changed living in this fantastic location with no pre warning and it's bringing 

The forum to support the IAG school

We wholeheartedly support this aim and wish to be part of it . For this reason we urge that the school’s 

ambitious goals be included in the neighbourhood plan.

Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

Good local shops and schools



Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

Safety, transport, tidy up Leegate shopping area.

I fully support the new IAG school and the proposal for new premises. I am writing to you as a supporter 

/parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently located at King’s Church, 

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

1) lee forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on the Bowring site

More cultural enterprises

Secondary schools

Support for the new IAG schools application for a permanent site on the Baring sports ground. Encourage 

redevelopment of the St Morwens site and the Tigers Head pub. Design guidelines for development of street 
That the neighbourhood of Lee and the IAG are able to communicate and work together to improve the local 

area and encourage the building of a new school.

High street needs to change. It needs a bit of life and it has the potential to be something great. The New 

Tigers Head needs to change. It could be something incredible and really bring the community together. 

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

Secondary school,

Lee is a close cohesive neighbourhood in south east London that I have lived in for the last 7 years. I live just 

of Meadowcourt Road which is a quiet enclave away from the hustle of everyday life.

Protection for small businesses in danger of being priced out by housing developers e.g. Southbrook Mews

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

Development of Lee Gate shopping area

The proposed IAG school - Not in a suitable area

High street, empty buildings, road cleaning

Good quality teaching secondary school.

Community facilities.

Top issue, for Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site.

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

Top issue :Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

Tackling pollution and improving green transport infrastructure, including encouraging cycling and making 

cycling safer, ensuring sufficient school places, building enough homes



Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

Top issue is community support for a quality new secondary school on the bowring site

Environmental standards, streetscape, the design of the high street.

(1) Prioritise safe / segregated cycling in the neighbourhood to encourage local shopping and use of 

amenities especially in the evening to increase footfall so it feels safer to be out after dark (2)Protect existing 

1. Lee Forum to reflect and respond to the high level of local support for this much needed, well regarded 

Secondary school

All new buildings should be of high specification and good design. I have no objection to tall buildings. Put 

the 'green' back into Lee Green by including a grassy area.

Do not open the international academy of Greenwich

Preservation of our metropolitan open Land- particularly the Bowring Sports Club ground.

Congestion improvements, I do not support the use of the bowring site as a school because of the congestion 

and pollution, thirdly parks

Top issue - Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site.

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site.

Pedestrian crossings, community facilities, and a health food and alternative remedies shop!

The proposed building of an unneeded school on the Bowring field. The impact this and the development of 

Leegate will have on traffic and pollution levels.

IAG secondary school built, with green space around so it can be used for the community. Lee Green 

shopping centre redeveloped or knocked down. Safer roads and more roads blocked so its not a rat run.

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

op issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site.

Keep as many green spaces as possible and spaces for sports and leisure. Keep small shops and services 

available, through sensible rates. Limit air pollution from the traffic.

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on the Bowring site.

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site.

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site.

If we can get one or more secondary schools established that would improve the neighbourhood 

dramatically. Beside being a great offering to local children, it might enable improved leisure facilities and 

1) Focus on developing new accommodation in empty buildings.

2) new schools or improving existing schools to outstanding

1. Use of the Bowring Sports Ground for the new IAG site/establish a good quality secondary school in an 

area. 

- Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site



Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site together 

with other social and cultural integration measures.

Make better use of the derelict Bowring sports centre to build a new school for the International Academy of 

Greenwich which will be of use to the whole community.

Top Issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on the Bowring site.

1. The Lee Forum needs to support IAG building a proper school building. Local folks can use the school 

building as a community resource.

Regeneration of the Lee Green junction area including redevelopment of the shopping area and finding a 

permanent home for the Academy of Greenwich School.

1. Knock down the derelict Bowring sports building.

2. Let IAG build a proper school building on the site. 

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

Air quality/traffic pollution, community facilities, green spaces.

The key issue for me is that Lee Forum establishes support for IAG's new community building on the Bowring 

site.

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

1 - Support for IAG's community building on the Bowring site

2 - Development of Leegate shopping area - could we not make it some sort of green/leisure area (maybe 

We should work out how the accommodate the IAG school plans to build on the Bowring site - the concerns 

about traffic and parking have to managed, they shouldn't be allowed to block what could be a fantastic 

1 - secondary school availability

2 - clamp down on crime (Lee's not too bad but could be better)

My priority: pollution, save green spaces and the environment and access to community space. Plan housing 

better
Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

Other: public transport from around the local area

I don't know to be hoenest

1.people watch me from windows 2.More eco spaces 3.Friendlier people

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on the Bowring site

Top concern: To have Lee Forum support for IAG's community buildings to be located on the building site.

1)the lee forum to establish support for iag's building on bow ring site 2) because the neighbours are 

complaining about the people of our school

Lee forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on the bowring site

To establish support for iag

the lee forum to establish support for iag building bowring site the neighbours are complaning that we are to 

loud when we were put here.



We need cheaper sweet.we need better sandwiches in SAINSBURYS Also we need less traffic.

The lee forum to give sapport for iaog building

im not sure

1)the lee forum to give support to iaog

the lee forum to give support for iaog building

a few houses are being built and its quite loud. sometimes when me and my friends walk to school, there are 

people looking at us from their houses

Lee Forum to establish support for IAG's new community building

Lee forum to establish support for IAG's new comunity building on the bowring site.

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on the Bowring site.

We need ECO friendly parks

my issue is the lee forum to establish support for iag's building on bowring site.

My issue is the lee forum to establish support for the international academy of Greenwich building on 

bowring site.

The Lee forum to give support for IAG's building on Bouring site.

The lights , the traffic and the littering

cleaner streets,new buildings and lee forum to establish IAOG for there new building

I think we need to see some eco-friendly spaces and modern space along with gardening space.

The big building in front of Sainsbury's should be changed into something cleaner , Cleaner streets and Lee 

forum to establish support for the new IAOG new community building on the Bowring site

Get the neighbours to like the school, get the new building and get support for IAoG

Top issues:Lee Forum to establish support for IAOG's new building

People in the community keep staring at us students

Top issues= Lee Forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on the bowring site

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on the Bowring site

The neighbourhood sometimes complains about our school, they sometimes look out the window and watch 

us and they are to close to our school, I think we should get a school that is separate to the neighbourhood 



We need more eco-friendly areas

Car park

It would be good to get support for the new built of the IAG and its community outreach

The lee forum to give support for IAGs new building on Bowring site and the resident support

Lee forum to establish support of IAG's new community building on the Bowring site.

For Lee Forum to support IAG's new building.

Painting; the paint peeling off..... There isn't many nice restaurants. And put safer road appliances to cross 

the road safely.

people keep staring at the students

that there needs to be more modern buildings and cafes because it kind of looks kind of old and boring

We need more parks.

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on the bowring site.

Top issue= Lee forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on the Bowring site.

Top issue=Lee forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on the Bowring site.

The resident and lee forum support

housing shops and design

Lee Forum to support IAG

Lee forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on the Bowring site

1. Lee forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on the bowring site!!!

Lee Forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on the Bowring site

lee forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on bowring site

I only have 1 issue, and that is Lee form establishing, that we get the new school building.

We want support for new building

new buildings,new facilities and supporters for the school.



Lee forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on the Bowring site.

iaog

the people across the road

Top issue= Lee Forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on the Bowring site.

Lee Forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on the Bowring site.

Lee forum to establish support for IAoG new community building.

top issue:Lee forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on the Browring site.

Lee Forum to establish support for Iag's new building on Bowring sight.

1. The traffic

2. The safety

The community needs help and support for the IAG school.

Top issue =Lee Forum to establish support for IAG's community building on Bowring site

traffic can be really bad, lots off rubbish on the ground and bigger playground.

lee forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on the bowring site

Lee Forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on the Bowring site.

Lee forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on the Bowring site

planning permissions for our building.

q\

The roadworks,the traffic and the long bus diversions.

concerns about IAG school and unaccountable development of it. traffic and lack of consultation

1) Green space (2) environmental standards (3) important views.

As a resident of Lee, I would like the Forum to establish support for the International Academy of 

Greenwich's proposal for a new community building on the Bowring site.

to address unused areas, more investment to make it a more available to residents and businesses

in such a residential area, there is a lack of good schools and the one new school opened ( IAoG) is fiercely 



School

support for the new IAG school

The proposed building of the IAG school should not receive planning permission for the following reasons: 

The proposed building is on Metropolitan Open Land, on a flood plain and within a Critical drainage area. The 

1. Sufficient places for all pupils to attend local schools, which to me means the acceleration of the plans to 

build the new site for the IAG. 2. Redevelopment or a real plan for Leegate and the surrounding area. 3. 

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

Easy access to the school for the children

Safe environment for them

New schools

new shops

For us to build our school,To make the Lee neighbours to not argue but help us reach our target and to get 

another school built in Lee.

Lee Forum to help establih support for IAG's new community building on the Bowring site

Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site.

The Leegate development looks to be a great addition to the area. But this brings additional traffic into the 

area, so planning needs to be sensitive to these issues. I hear a new school is proposed on the old Bowring 

More Good schools please , also better looking shops and higher quality restaurants and pubs ( like Luciano 

which is brilliant )

Housing, green spaces and public transport. Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new 

community building on the Bowring site

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

The proposed school which IAG are pushing very hard to have built on the old Bowrings' site. For years we 

have enjoyed the space we have had. IAG, at a late date, in order to ingratiate themselves, say that the 

Top 3 issues are the new IAG school, overall lack of facilities for children and a lack of a major landmark 

establishment.

IAG school: 

1.To bulid on flood plain knowing it will flood my house. 2.Increase transport congestion, noise, polution as 
1. Traffic management outside Brindishe Manor school and the surrounding roads

2. Leegate Centre redevelopment and the traffic implications

The top and overriding issue for me at the moment is the IAG school, currently housed in the church in my 

road. This appeared with no consultation with residents and at the one meeting held, we were told that it 

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

IAG planning to build a new school on greenfield land that could flood nearby houses and cut out daylight to 

the houses.

Schools, high street, green spaces

op issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

We have a church for a school. The traffic needs to be inproved. and we need a better school



Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on Bowring site

top issue= Lee Forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on the Bowring site

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on the Bowring site

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on the Bowring site.

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on the Bowring site

Lee Forum to establish support for IAG's new community buinding on Bowring site

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on the Bowring site

Top issue= Lee Forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on the Bowring site

lee forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on the bowring site.

Top issue is confirmation of definate permanent building for IAG.

This is an outstanding secondary school,which offers bachelorette program. Which is an alternative to other 
Presume local pollution levels need to be tackled by a larger plan for the borough so instead:

Replacement of tired affordable homes with nice new affordable homes

Overview of planning developments and impact on local area. 2nd issue: traffic and potential impact of 

increasing traffic; 3rd issue: protect green areas we currently have.

1. Reduction of traffic and pollution.

2. More social housing but not high-rise.

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

(1)Support for IAG's community building on the Bowring site. (2) Extensive use of renewabe energy in all new 

builds. (3) Crime reduction
The top issue for me is that the Lee Forum establishes support for IAG’s new community building on the 

Bowring site.

Lee Forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on the Bowring site. Make use of the site 

which will benefit lots of children - this school is crucial for our childs needs and education.

i think to have a new school is good

New quality designed schools, sport and play spaces with modern facilities that can be shared with the 

community, offer group activities and provide local employment. Improved urban realm, green and wild 

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on the Bowring site.

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on the Bowring site.

The Proposal for a new secondary school to be built on metropolitan land/flood plain. 

Traffic & pollution levels in local area.

1 - Improve secondary school options (I'm glad to see the International School of Greenwich has chosen Lee 

to be where they have started).

I would like the Lee Forum to establish support for the IAG school's new building on Bowring site

1. Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site. 2. Use of Leegate 

and the plans moving forward. 3. Parking on residential streets near to the stations.



Community spaces, less empty units, improved pavements

The proposal for IAG to build a school on Bowring Sports field.

1. Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site.

The Lee Forum should establish support for IAG's new school and community building on the Bowring site, 

this facility is of major benefit to the area and needs support and community acceptance.

Maintaining the bildings

Granting planning permission to building IAG. This will give the children currently at IAG The OPPORTUNITY 

to enjoy secondary school with the right facility for sports and development

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

Opposition to the proposed new IAG school planned for the Bowring Sports Club as the site is unsuitable for 

a variety of reasons.
more schools, a new building for IAG, more green spaces; refurbishment of the Lee Gate - include 

community buildings

Top issue: Lee Forum to establish support for IAG's new community building in the Bowring site

Empty buildings, design of area bringing it to the 21st century. Introducing outdoor life.

The main issue is to support the new IAG school on the Bowring site - this school is of paramount importance 

to the area and the kids education.

New shops

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

Schools

Green spaces

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

Education, road safety and pollution

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

Investment in green open spaces

Introduction of only high quality commercial and residential developments.

End of rat running through residential streets.

Environmental concerns over pollution and its impact on local residents - limit rat running and commuter 

parking 

All of the above!



I think that any planning in this area needs to have the huge flow of traffic and the poor air quality at the 

forefront of any considerations whether it be for housing, schools, etc. So basically environmental standards 

Defence of the Quaggy River floodplain - to remain as currently exists

Block any proposal to site a school on the Bowring sports site / Quaggy River flood defence plain

The key issue should be for the community to support the new school as a hub and resource, and work in 

partnership to embed this innovative school at the heart of the community.

The top issue for anyone involved in the education of young people would be for Lee Forum to mobilise 

support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site.

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site.

Next issue = A long term plan to regenerate the Leegate Centre or the land on which the Leegate Centre 

State of the art building will help the neighbourhood

Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

Build a new school for all to enjoy. Make a sports field that will encourage wildlife and plant life that has 

been lost. Create a space for the whole community

Add a state of the art facilities that can be used by the school but also the local residence when the school is 

not being used - such as arts provision, sports provision, language centre, adult classes and other needed 

Replace Leegate, permanent building for new secondary school, more zebra-crossings for safe childrens 

journey to school, less traffic

Lee Forum to support IAG’s new community building

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

1. Lee Forum to recognise the potential for community benefit in inclusion of the IAG plans for high quality 

secondary school secular education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces on 

Almost all the above

Top issue - Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

The IAG school

The use of green spaces in the neighbourhood

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

1 - Support for IAG's community building on the Bowring site

2 - Development of Leegate shopping area - could we not make it some sort of green/leisure area (maybe 

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

1) It'd be great to have Lee Forum' support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

Permanent site for IAG Greenwich, more green spaces openly accessible, better traffic management at 

crossing tigers heads

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site. 2. Ensure 

secure future for Manor House gardens and library. 3. Improve Leegate area. Is another supermarket really 

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces

My son attends the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently located at King’s Church, 

Meadowcourt Rd. I strongly feel that the school will add a great deal to the life and sustainability of the 



The most important problem for me as a parent ,is solving issues with International Academy of Greenwich 

school . I think this school deserves a chance to developing

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I strongly support the plans for the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently located at King’s 

Church, Meadowcourt Rd. Without any doubt the school will add sustainability of the community by offering 
Supporting the site for the International Academy of Greenwich.

Improving Lee Gate.

Support for a new building for the new school; road safety with pedestrians in mind; create a feeling of 

openness of space and safety, and of course reduce petty crime in the area.

To build the new IAG

To make leegate better and safer

Sustainable development

Preserving heritage while increasing community involvement

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site.

Good Schools, Living accommodation and good transport system.

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

More schools

1 - Support for IAG's new building application

2 - Environmental improvements

Lee Forum to work to establish support for IAG's new community buildings on the Bowring site.

My top issue is for the Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site.

Like I said before, I think the main problem for this community, is establishing exactly what's happening with 

the future of those children.

1) Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

Lee forum to establish community support for the development of the IAG site

Location of new houses

Green spaces to address air pollution

Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site; more green spaces; 

better traffic management

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site.

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site



Community facilities

Green spaces

We wholeheartedly support this aim and wish to be part of it . For this reason we urge that the school’s 

ambitious goals be included in the neighbourhood plan.

Top issue = support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

Legate needs to be replaced at all costs. Almost anything would be better than what we have.

The proposal to site a school on the Bowring sports ground is perplexing and ill thought out. A school is 

High quality secondary school education and buildings with community use of internal and external spaces.

Please, allow the school building to be finished. Please, don't refurbish the cafe in the Manor house garden.

The most important issue for us is our hope and wish that Lee Forum will establish support for IAG's new 

community building on the Bowring site.

1. Proposed new school build on Bowring/FKG site would make transport and environmental problems 

worse, and present flood risks.

That Lee Forum to establish support for IAG's new community building on the Bowring site

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

Top issue : Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

Air Pollution

Green Space

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

Educational provision; utilisation of empty properties; street maintenance



Do you have any other comments or suggestions?

No

Whilst I generally welcome restaurants to Lee, I do wonder about Luciano's taking over all the newly vacant 

spots, eg Luciano's Bar and now Cabrera; not to mention the pizza place in Lee Road. Variety means having 

No.

I'd like more trees and plant boxes to soften the area.

Stay positive, encourage people and things will happen

No

It is always good if more trees been planted in the area.

what are you doing that the other various Lee groups do or don't do? United we stand?

Don't assume that the Conservation Society speaks for all residents because it doesn't. It prioritises the 

aesthetic desires of a few affluent residents at the expense of families who need more living space but can't 

Better design control over front gardens /fences/ walls- less crap haphazard drive overs and front garden 

parking allowed

deumpung lutter and fly tipping a major issue

NO to a second supermarket

The big issue man at Sainsbury's is very friendly but have noticed a few beggars there sometimes. It can 

make you feel a bit awkward when you go by, but this is very minor. Also, I very often smell marjuana on 

No to another supermarket in Lee

N/a

Get everyone motivated to clean up and keep the area clean and junk free.

No

I think it is a shame that the Green in Lee Green does not exist, especially as a feature such as this could 

easily be linked with high street design and provide a natural centre point for the community. Lee Green has 



Yes block all the cut through routes- to cut off lights at lee,to cut between s circ and a 20,to cut through ti 

hither green lane. This is ruining our health through diesel and noise pollution and makes it hard even to 

I'm very hesitant regarding Lee Neighbourhood Forum ("the Forum") having much of a role with local 

residential planning applications. As an LGA, Lewisham has a relatively impartial perspective of residential 

No

No

Manor house library needs to be s community space

Not lived here long enough

P

Put in decent supermarket plus individual shops,

More charging points for electronic cars

Introduction of a tram network linking Lee Green to Lewisham, Blackheath, Bromley and Woolwich

Great questions, good survey

street lighting in our parks

Overall Lee is clearly going through steady gentrification and this is positive.

Some roads that feed onto Lee High Road, need to be one way.This would reduce risk of collisions forcars 

trying to leave or enter Lee High Road. Also ensure all CPZ zone times are the same: Old Road has Saturday 

I'm sure this is already happening: buildng relationships with other Neighbourhood Forums, especially in 

London, to share ideas and strengthen the voice of the people that live in London



Given

Make it easier for small creative businesses to start up - Manor House library is perfect starting point

no

Materials and colour in existing buildings as a reference for further new works. Noise studies. Air Pollution is 

a critical-issue with two major roads crossing the neighbourhood.

It is a real pity that local residents seems to be rejecting the building of a new, high quality secondary school 

to serve both children and its community.

No

Can you do anything about fly-tipping on residential streets and people not clearing up after their dogs?!

No

More cycling lanes, enforcement of the 20mph speed limit. Cycling on pavements permitted.

Spaces/buildings where community can come together / socialise regularly to help avoid people becoming 

isolated!

No

Good luck!

Id like local groups to work together to achieve the above in planning and non planning ways

Stop halting the plans like this the project is going to loose funding from the businesses that are interested

No

I would like to see more publicity promoting Street Party's in Lee. Our one has made a huge difference to our 

road.

Dorville Road is difficult to drive down at some times of the day as it is one of the few roads without parking 

restrictions and commuters using the station park on both sides of the road.



We need to educate local residents to be more considerate of others e.g. those in most need like the elderly 

and disabled people. At the moment the area seems to be besieged by the needs of young abled-bodied 

Great to see the positive effort going into the forum, thanks for setting it up!

Encourage residents to take ownership of the community

Can we get further information on Leegate Centre plans. Everything appears to have gone quiet.

I would be happy to help out on or with this group.

Do something with that horrible looking Leegate shoping centre and creepy closed down pub nearby.

|You have my support.

I love this place and for me it is an amazing place to live in.

No

The area has been allowed to become run down. It should be gentrified and more local shops opened

Issues with temporary school at Kings Church, Meadowcourt Road

sadly no

Good luck with this. You're going to need it. Lee has been skating by on the quality of its housing stock for 

decades. People will and do move away as soon as their kids are old enough for secondary school. Please 

No.



no

I would like to suggest some housing/business sites and opputunities for street improvements. Courtlands 

estate garages, some housing estates (infill and redevelopment), need to encourage a more sustainable town 

One calendar for every group to use in the neighbourhood gives equal opportunity to all, if groups need 

more support, they also need to be open minded to other groups and include each other with support and 

The avoid taking precipitate action before getting an understanding of the grain of the localle

Good luck!

Try to attract more businesses and work opportunities

No

Need for Affordable Housing

Having just moved to Lee from Hither Green I notice how much less street pride there is here. Staplehurst 

Road and to a lesser extent, Springbank are being regenerated somewhat by more individual shops, murals 

Link up and network with as many other local groups as possible, running joint events and projects.

Concerned about traffic pollution

No

Stop appealing against the plans for leegate development so it's developed as soon as it can



Nonr

Thank you for this, it is really important. 

As a number of these issues are pan London, it seems to me to be important to dovetail - or at least 

No

plan to renovate Lochaber Halls?

No

Care needs to be taken that new Leegate hosting doesn't add to the shortage of primary school places.

Lee is a predominantly residential area with many desirable and characterful qualities - house prices reflect 

that. Let's try and keep it that way. The developers would love to get their hands on much of the area and go 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I would like to emphasise the importance of having a school such as IAG in the area which provides elite 

education for the children and cares about the environment and how to enhance the community in a 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently located at 

King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life and 

No

No

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

We need more schools, both primary and secondary as certain areas in Lee are in black spots.



I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a parent of child currently in the International Academy of Greenwich, which is 

currently located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. I feel very strongly that the school will add a great deal 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently located at 

King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life and 

Please listen to people. We are the ones who are living here every day. We matter and our opinions matter. 

Thank you.

I am writing to you as a parent of a child who attends the International Academy of Greenwich which is 

currently located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. I feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life and 

I live on Millers Meadow and I am completely opposed to the proposed new school that they want to build 

on the Bowring sports ground. The site is Metropolitan Open Land, a flood plain and within a Critical drainage 

Home owners given permission to maintain public trees outside their premises if they wish

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

Restricting new developments that have a huge impact on the amount of traffic.

In oreder to stop family leaving the area when their children rich the age of secondary school, we are 

desperate for a very good secondary school.

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 



I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

Please allow this new secondary school that the borough needs. Children are thriving in the school and it is 

providing a Unique and quality teaching experience. It is only hindered by facilities which would be 

No thank you - keep up the good work!

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am strongly opposed to a school being built as resultant noise levels would be unacceptable.

Concerns about the potential expansion of the International Academy of Greenwich at their temporary 

premises- Kings Church.

Linking of development between Greenwich and lewisham

I am writing only this comment as my answer on a whole. I love lee however I am extremely against the 

building planning permission of the international academy of Greenwich (IAG). My reasons vary but as a lee 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

No

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

As a local Scout leader I have been disheartened to see the river Quaggy degrade. I think if the proposed 

school at Bowring goes ahead and we combine that with revitalising the riverside in general to have 

No

The area is crying out for a new good quality, non-denominational, non-selective secondary school. This 

would bring opportunities for furthering the area's exceptional primary provision, as well as enriching the 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 



I am writing to you as a parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently located at 

King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life and 

I am writing to you as a supporter and grandparent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is 

currently located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to 

I am writing as a parent who's child is due to commence her secondary school education at IAG in 

September, which is currently located at King's Church, Meadowcourt Rd. I feel very strongly that the school 

I am writing to you as a supporter and grandad of a child at the International Academy of Greenwich which is 

currently located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to 

Lee Green is essentially a nice place to live. My two main concerns that I would like to see included in the 

Neighbourhood Plan is that the International Academy of Greenwich has a school built for it and it can be 

See above

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

Lee feels disjointed and is in need of a centre to focus community attention. Public green space would 

provide a centre focal point as well as improving the aesthetics of the crossroads area. Regeneration of older 

I strongly believe that well-designed and built buildings and spaces that are accessible to the public are very 

important aspects of a community. I am a grandfather of a boy recently registered to attend IAG. I attended 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am clearly a supporter of the International Academy of Greenwich as I have a child there (and maybe one 

more in the future). I want to show that allowing the school to build on the south side of the Bowring sports 

I am a supporter of the International Academy of Greenwich (presently based at King’s Church, 

Meadowcourt Rd) and I really believe that the school will contribute hugely to the community by offering 

Lee has improved quite a lot over the last few years. I'd love to see it blossom by enabling more children to 

stay local when they progress to secondary school. The International Academy of Greenwich is a great step in 

I am writing to you as a future parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently located 

at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life and 

I dont like lee its too far from my house

no

No

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 



we need less work. we need more parks.

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

they should make the shcool bigger

am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I would like there to be a game shop around this area because the closest one is in Lewisham

I really like IAG and it would be such a shame if it wasn't built

no

No

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadow court Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

No

Can we leave earlier

NO

no

not really

not really

No



Quality education and quality schools should always be supported for any community

I am writing to you as a student of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently located at 

King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life and 

No

Support IAG!

Not really, I think I have covered the good and bad things about Lee.

no

To build our new school!

no.

A better outside area with more space.

No

No

no

Support IAG

no

Open IAG's new building!!! Please!!!

astro turf, skate park and more places to eat

no

We just need the new building, and high quality secondary school education.

More facilities

if there can be a change of school so we can have a bigger space.



we have to wait in a Que to wait to go to sanitary

Make a proper canteen where you can buy food

I think that IAoG really needs a new building, however I understand that the residents living near the future 

site don't want the new building because it will block the lovely view.

Get more parks.

No

Too much traffic.

we need another dojo

more spacious

i don't

No

the planning permission for the new IAG building.

maybe you can fix's the traffic light so they don't take so long .

informing the residents democratically

I understand that non Lee residents are using the Lee Forum to advance their self interest in lobbying for the 

IAG school to be built on the Bowring ground. In order to be an effective and fair forum, the Lee Forum 

I am writing to you as a resident of Lee as well as a supporter and parent of a child at the International 

Academy of Greenwich which is currently located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. I feel strongly that the 

to create more hubs/ community centre for families and community as a whole 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 



I strongly support the proposed IAG

Lewisham and Green Councils work together as the Leegate development and proposed IAG school are 

interlinked and will affect council tax payers in both boroughs.

I think it's about time that the Lee Assembly and Community got behind the development of the new school 

and saw the opportunity as an important and effective part of dealing with the higher volumes of families 

No

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

no

I worked hard to buy a property and keep it neat. my neighbours where council tenant and never looked 

after their property to the point I cut the grass in their front gardens for years . This is really unfair people 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

Will endeavour to attend the meeting on 20th March to put forward views on matters.

I feel strongly that IAG could really put Lee on the map. The area is full of good families but they are not 

being served by the right choice of secondary school. All the objections to using a larger site are mainly 

It has come to my attention that there is some concern about the plans for the IAG and as a mother of a child 

currently in year 5 of primary school I am extremely troubled by the lack of good secondary school provision 

I would like there to be a proper discussion with residents and IAG where they are open and transparent with 

local people about their plans for their school.

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

no



bring modern buildings to the area

Not really.

no

Allow IAG to have their new premises on the Bowring site

I think IAG's new building should be very modern.

that the new building needs to be more modern to make the school better because its old in this lee area

no

Make redeveloping the old tigers head a priority - support local community projects there

Local library/community area and gym would be good

Residents of social housing must be fully consulted about any additional building or changes on and around 

their estates. They should have the same rights, consideration and influence as residents of the conservation 

We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life and sustainability of the community by 

offering high quality, secular secondary education and will have a great deal to offer also to the wider 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. I feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life and 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

Deliver high quality design and develop opportunities to improve intergenerational relations

I am writing to you as a supporter of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently located at 

King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. I feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life and 

I am writing to you as a supporter of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently located at 

King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. I feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life and 

I am extremely concerned by the proposal of the Boweing Sports ground as the site for a new secondary 

school. It's unsuitable for a number of obvious reasons eg it's an active flood plain, poor transportation links, 

As an advocate of IAG I understand completely that there is resistance to the building of a new school by 

neighbours. I think it is very important to emphasise the multiple positive points this school will add to the 

I am the parent of a child who attends this school. Finding a school offering the breadth of education and the 

IB programme in the area was a primary motivation for choosing this school. We wanted a broad based, 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 



I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently located at 

King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. I personally feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life and 

No

Would like to council to submit the planning for the school to be build. Stop the residents bullying the 

children . It is quite a fearful experience for some of the children as they play outside. 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

No

Needs to be done asap

I am writing to you as a parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently located at 

King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. I strongly feel that the school will add a great deal to the life and 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy

of Greenwich which is currently located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school 

Top issue = Lee Forum to establish support for IAG’s new community building on the Bowring site

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

Improve the shopping centre. Don't let ASDA in.

Engage the local authority and the GLA on key neighbourhood issues such as pollution, poor housing and the 

deterioration of the local environment

Request Lewisham Borough to be less aloof and more positively engaged with its residents on matters 

relating to the environment, heritage and streetscene. These matters are a priority in this borough which 



All my suggestions are listed above.

The Forum should not be hi-jacked by people with a vested interest in the proposed IAG school, and used to 

promote that build/ planning permission as something the community supports, as many people who 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am, as you will have gathered, a supporter of the International Academy of Greenwich, currently located at 

King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We are confident that the school will add considerably to the life and 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

We good schools and hard working principal like miss bora

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

Please allow the school to be included in your plans

Let our school be a part of the neighborhood plans so that all can benefit

Lee has improved significantly since we moved here, so thanks to the people who are getting involved

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I support the growth of the International Academy of Greenwich currently located at King’s Church, 

Meadowcourt Rd. The school will add a great deal to the life and sustainability of the community by offering 

Object to influence of more overcrowding

I am writing to you as a supporter of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently located at 

King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life and 

I am writing to you as a supporter of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently located at 

King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life and 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

As an advocate of IAG I understand completely that there is resistance to the building of a new school by 

neighbours. I think it is very important to emphasise the multiple positive points this school will add to the 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a supporter and Governor of the International Academy of Greenwich, currently 

located in a temporary site at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a 

Speed up the permission process for IAG a permanent site. Bowering sports grounds are not used at the 

moment and it would be a great opportunity to set up an outstanding school in the area with sports grounds 

I am writing to you as a parent of three children, a primary school governor and a strong supporter of high 

quality, inclusive state education for all children. My eldest child is in year 7 at the International Academy of 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

No



I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

Let International Academy of Greenwich school to run as normal

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently located at 

King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life and 

I am writing to you as a parent of a pupil at the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

My child put 6 secondary schools on the list and got none of his choices even though 2 were less than a mile 

away so the need for a new secondary school in the area is VERY much needed.

I am a supporter of the International Academy of Greenwich and would like to see it as a thriving part of the 

education and community of the area.

I am writing to you as a supporter of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently located at 

King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life and 

Consult, develop and move with the flow of things around the neighbourhood

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a supporter of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently located at 

King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life and 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

Just to reiterate what a positive effect the IAG's new premises would have on the area. It would be so much 

more than simply a great secondary school; the willingness to make this a community centre focused on 

I am writing to you as a supporter of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently located at 

King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life and 

Happy for planning permission for IAG to go ahead

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

As a parent of a pupil at the IAG I would request that the lee forum provide their support for the 

development of the new Bowring IAG site which provides the community with a unique opportunity to gain 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

Optional - copy and paste the text below or an alternative version:

I am writing to you as a supporter / parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 



No

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

Keep going with the new tube line past Lewisham to lee

I am writing to you as a parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently located at 

King’s Church, Meadowcourt Road. I strongly feel that the school will add a great deal to the life and 

I am writing to you as a supporter /parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

We are writing to you as a supporter/parent of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently 

located at King's Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life 

I am writing to you as a supporter of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently located at 

King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life and 

I am writing to you as a supporter of the International Academy of Greenwich which is currently located at 

King’s Church, Meadowcourt Rd. We feel strongly that the school will add a great deal to the life and 

we need more educational centers

No


